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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DESMAN has developed a Comprehensive Parking Guide for the Borough of West Chester (Borough). The
Comprehensive Parking Guide will assist the Borough’s Parking Department, Borough Manager’s Office
and Borough Council in planning, managing/operating, and policy for the on- and off-street public parking
system. The study concentrates on the Borough owned parking facilities, Justice Center Garage, on-street
metered areas, and residential parking program.
The parking inventory and demand analysis was divided between the CBD and West Chester University
(WCU) areas, as each area has its own parking dynamic and needs.
Stakeholder meetings were conducted with representatives from the Borough, Chester County, Parking
Committee, WCU, developers, downtown businesses, local non-profit institutions and organizations on
June 28th and June 29th, 2016. The major issues discussed during these meetings, included residential
parking, street sweeping, signage, on-street meters, technology, economic development, and parking
pricing.
In August 2017, another set of community meetings were conducted with residents and stakeholders to
gain opinions and feedback regarding the initial Draft Comprehensive Parking Guide report. This included
meetings with residents, retail businesses, Restaurant Association, Chamber of Commerce, West Chester
BID, West Chester University, Chester County, religious organizations, and commercial property owners,
Zoning Hearing Board, and Planning Commission.
The Borough owns the majority of the public parking resources available with a total of more than 4,000
pay parking spaces. The majority of the public parking is located in off-street parking facilities in both the
CBD and WCU areas.
Parking inventory and hourly occupancy counts were performed on a weekday (9AM to 5PM), Friday
evening (5PM to 9PM), and Saturday (11AM to 9PM) to determine the peak parking activity. It was
determined that the peak period or parking activity occurs on weekdays in the morning. At this time, offstreet parking in the CBD and WCU areas had a peak occupancy of 75% and 76%, respectively. The
metered on-street parking was 78% and 101% occupied in the CBD and WCU areas, respectively.
Parking permits are sold at a high oversell factor in the Chestnut Street, Bicentennial Garage, and Lot 10.
There is an extensive waiting list for permit parking in the Bicentennial Garage and Lot 10. Many of the
parking lots only offer leased parking, which reduces the parking capacity of the system versus selling
parking permits. Based on a parking surplus/deficit analysis with an 85% practical capacity factor applied,
it was determined that there is currently adequate parking in the Borough but that it is operating close to
capacity.
A future parking demand analysis was conducted, which determined there is a projected deficit of 114
parking spaces in the CBD during the peak parking period. The preferred location for a future parking
structure is on the site of Lot 10. However, parking management strategies can be implemented which
would help prevent the need to construct a costly garage. There are a number of recommended parking
management strategies which will both help reduce parking demand and increase the parking capacity of
the existing system, such as:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate reserved off-street parking,
Develop shared parking agreements,
Higher parking rates on-street versus off-street,
Promote alternative modes of transportation,
Install multi-space on-street meters,
Implement long-term parking in all lots,
Unbundle parking for residential developments,
Continue to allow businesses to offer valet parking, and
Public parking on residential streets.

A number of recommendations were provided regarding the management of on-street parking to increase
capacity, reduce traffic issues, balance parking demand, support delivery vehicles, support parking during
snow emergencies, and cost effectively use Parking Services resources. Recommendations addressed the
following issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing/decreasing the metered parking area,
Management of on-street metered areas,
Street sweeping,
Curb parking,
Snow emergency plan, and
Loading zones.

Based on resident input and parking occupancy counts, it was determined that there is a lack of residential
parking along the streets south of the CBD between the CBD and WCU. The residential permit program
was analyzed to determine strategies to help reduce demand and make residential parking more readily
available. A number of strategies were recommended which included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limit the number of permits issued per residence to three permits (current policy in Area E is two
permit limit),
Only offer two residential permits to residents with off-street parking at their home,
Increase the cost of residential permits (i.e. $15 per year),
Any oversized vehicle (i.e. RV’s, trailers, buses, trucker over 10,000 lbs., buses, and stretch limos)
would have to purchase a special permit that would count as two permits and have a surcharge
(i.e. $30 per year),
Offer discounted evening/weekend parking in the garages,
Offer single day guest parking permits, and
Increase the rate of business permits from $8 to $50 per year.

A review of the existing wayfinding signage was performed in the CBD. Enhanced signage should be posted
on the exterior of the garages to better attract drivers. It is suggested that consistent signage with the
same look and feel is placed outside all major destinations identified in the trailblazing signage. The
trailblazing parking signage should identify where to park for each major destination. However, the
parking signage should continue to inform drivers that the facility is public parking. Parking signage could
also be incorporated into trailblazing signs. Real-time parking availability signage should be implemented
outside of the Bicentennial and Chestnut garages to inform drivers of the number of spaces available in
each facility.
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A series of event parking/traffic management strategies are recommended during large events in the CBD
that promote off-site parking with shuttle service, improve communication of changes to
parking/transportation services, allow for more efficient parking management, and improve coordination
between departments.
A review and benchmark analysis of the existing parking zoning policies in the Borough was performed to
determine how the parking zoning policies compare to peer communities. A number of best practice
strategies were recommended to help support a dense and pedestrian-friendly community that promotes
alternative modes of transportation and helps to spur economic development by reducing the restraints
of providing parking. The pros and cons of the Borough providing public parking or a developer
constructing private parking in growing districts (i.e. CS, MU, and ID) was explored. Also, the advantages
and disadvantages of parking development financing strategies was explained. It is suggested that a
financial analysis is performed to determine the projected net profit/loss and the most effective financing
strategy for any future public parking facility developed by the Borough.
A parking rate benchmark analysis was conducted to determine what other comparable markets are
charging for parking. Parking rates for the on- and off-street parking system were recommended. It is
suggested that the hourly on-street rates are greater than the off-street hourly rates to promote longterm parking in the garages and make on-street parking readily available for short-term parkers (i.e.
business patrons). A graduated on-street parking rate system is suggested in the Town Center so that it is
costlier to park each additional hour (i.e. 1st hour - $1, 2nd hour - $2.00, 3rd hour or greater - $3.00). By
implementing a high hourly rate after 2 hours of parking, it would allow the elimination of a 3-hour time
restriction, which is difficult to enforce. In the Bicentennial and Chestnut garages, the 1st hour of parking
would be free to attract people to use the garages. The parking rates are intended to promote turnover
on-street and provide a discount for short-term parkers. Parking rates should also allow the parking
system to operate at a financially sustainable level. The financial impact of the suggested parking rates
was analyzed.
The Borough should make an effort to work with WCU to develop strategies to help reduce student
parking demand in residential areas and to use WCU parking resources to support evening student parking
demand. One solution may include offering evening parking for students in underutilized WCU parking
facilities (i.e. South Campus lots) for students that live in the Borough and providing increased shuttle
service between North and South Campus’.
A series of Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies are recommended to promote
alternative modes of transportation and help reduce the parking demand. It is suggested that the Borough
create a position for someone to manage and promote the Borough’s TDM program.
Table 18 in the report shows a summary of the Comprehensive Parking Guide recommendations in order
of priority. The goal, indirect impact, and cost range for each recommendation is also listed. This list of
recommendations is intended to provide an outline and also work as a flowchart of actions. Multiple
Borough departments including the Borough Parking Services Department and Parking Committee will
need to be involved to get these recommendations implemented, and the effort should be championed
by the Director of Parking Services and the Borough Manager. In addition, an effective marketing strategy
is needed to inform residents and visitors regarding any parking policy changes. Marketing strategies
should include messaging through signage, Borough website, newsletter, educational pamphlets, and
social media.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

DESMAN was hired by the Borough of West Chester (Borough) to develop a Comprehensive Parking Guide.
This study is intended to be a holistic assessment of the Borough’s parking system to effectively address
future parking needs, implement best practices, run a financially sustainable system, and reduce user
frustration. The Comprehensive Parking Guide will assist the Borough’s Parking Department, Borough
Manager’s Office and Borough Council in planning, managing/operating, and policy for the on- and offstreet public parking system. The study concentrates on the Borough owned parking facilities, Justice
Center Garage, on-street metered areas, and residential parking program. The goal of the study is to
address the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supporting existing and future parking demand in the CBD for each user (i.e. visitors and
employees),
Residential parking program,
Parking enforcement and management improvements,
Parking policies to support economic development,
Parking pricing,
Event parking, and
Parking supply solutions.

The major goals of the study, as developed with Borough staff, include:
•
•
•
•

Supporting future Downtown and residential parking demand,
Developing an equitable parking pricing system that promotes best practices,
Creating a safe and user-friendly parking system, and
Effectively utilizing existing assets to create a financially and environmentally sustainable system.

This report discusses the methodology, analysis, conclusions and recommendations that form the
Comprehensive Parking Guide.
2.

STUDY AREA

The Borough of West Chester is bordered by Bradford Avenue to the West, Bolmar Street to the East,
Goshen Road to the North, and Rosedale Avenue to the South. The Borough is the county seat of Chester
County, Pennsylvania. The area includes a well-established and historic Central Business District (CBD),
residential neighborhoods, and West Chester University (WCU). Figure 1 shows a map of the Borough with
the CBD and WCU areas outlined. The analysis of parking conditions was divided between the CBD and
WCU areas since they each have their own dynamics and they are physically divided by a residential
neighborhood.
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Figure 1 – Borough of West Chester Study Area Map

CBD

WCU

The CBD and WCU boundaries were taken from the Borough’s Zoning Map. However, the boundaries of
the WCU area were expanded slightly to encompass the public parking surrounding the campus.
Generally, the WCU boundaries include New Street to the west, Sharon Alley to the east, Rosedale Avenue
to the south, and Sharpless Street to the north.
The residential parking areas throughout the Borough were also analyzed as part of the study.
3.

STAKEHOLDER and PUBLIC MEETINGS

Stakeholder meetings were conducted with representatives from the Borough, Chester County, Parking
Committee, WCU, developers, downtown businesses, local non-profit institutions and organizations on
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June 28th and June 29th, 2016. These meetings provided firsthand and broad-based perspective of the
parking problems, opportunities, needs, desires and challenges within the Borough.
Also, two public presentations were conducted in August 2017 to inform the community about the study
findings and recommendations. One of these meetings was during a Parking Committee meeting. During
these meetings we received questions and comments regarding the study and provided attendees outlets
to express concerns and issues regarding the parking system. Initial findings regarding parking utilization
and key parking issues/concerns were presented prior to the Stakeholder meetings and first public
presentation. The key parking issues and concerns were determined based on field observations,
discussions with Parking Department staff, and from comments left at a West Chester Parking Town Hall
meeting on October 6, 2015.
Below is a summary of some of the major items discussed during the Stakeholder meetings. The majority
of the comments were regarding the residential permit parking program and neighborhood parking.
Residential Parking
• The Public Library is located in a residential area and visitors are dependent on on-street parking
during the day.
• Allow public to park on certain residential parking permit streets during the day.
• Concern that the residential parking permit fee may be low causing it to be over utilized.
• High percentage of student renters in the southeast area causes on-street parking issues.
• Allow evening parking in the Greenfield Lot to help relieve neighborhood on-street parking stress
in the southeast area.
• Limit residential parking permit sales to people with no off-street parking option on property.
• Parking in alleys should be well restricted and enforced.
• Eliminate time restrictions for residential parking permits.
• Concern students are warehousing their vehicles on-street in areas with no restrictions.
• Concern that residents buy residential parking permits to warehouse vehicles on-street.
• Implement a special use, premium priced residential parking permit for oversized vehicles.
• Streets adjacent to parks should allow public parking during day and residential parking restriction
during evening.
• Special residential permit parking restrictions should apply to properties designated as rooming
houses, group homes and student homes.
• Extend neighborhood permit parking during weekend evenings.
• Limit the number of residential permit guest passes issued per household.
• In the Borough there are 1,070 parcels without off-street parking which places a great strain on
the on-street parking system.
• Blocks without opportunity for off-street parking should be designated as super zones/blocks
which would make the on-street parking in these areas exclusive to those residents.
Street Sweeping
• Reduce the street sweeping window, which is currently 3 hours and shift the hours past 9:00 AM
when most people have left for work.
Signage
• Provide better signage to inform of street sweeping policies.
• To improve observance of parking restrictions, install street signs mid-block.
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•
•

Wayfinding signage should inform people where to park for certain destinations.
Improve signage and marketing in Borough public lots.

On-Street Meters
• Eliminate student parking permit and install meters on-street in these areas.
Technology
• Provide parking availability info online for businesses and visitors.
Economic Development
• Borough should help facilitate and support public-private partnerships for the development of
public parking facilities.
• Reduced building height limit of 40 feet downtown forces parking to be built underground which
makes it expensive and can inhibit economic development.
• Currently the Farmers Market utilizes half of Lot 10 on Saturday’s between 7 AM and 2 PM, but
would like to use the entire lot to support demand.
• Limit sidewalk infrastructure that inhibits vehicles from exiting their vehicle on the passenger side,
including: benches, trees, lighting, etc.
• Building permits for CBD should include parking permits for off-street parking facilities.
• Private parking lots that sell parking should be taxed as a secondary business use.
Parking Pricing
• Implement an evening parking rate in garages/lots to promote evening utilization.
• Introduce dynamic pricing based on amount of time parked.
• Matlack Garage is underutilized and should offer a discounted rate to incentivize parkers.
• Reduce rates in parking lots (10 and 7) to promote utilization.
The stakeholder meetings provided a great opportunity to learn some of the parking issues in the Borough
and hear potential solutions. Based on comments received, there is a perceived parking strain on
neighborhood streets and opportunities to improve the convenience, level of service, and management
of the parking system.
An additional set of community and Stakeholder meetings were conducted after the West Chester
Comprehensive Parking Guide Draft Report was issued in March 2017. These meetings provided an
opportunity for residents and Stakeholders to provide feedback regarding the conclusions and
recommendations from the Draft Report and to help craft a plan that addresses community parking issues.
Meetings were held with residents, retail businesses, the Restaurant Association, Chamber of Commerce,
West Chester BID, West Chester University, Chester County, religious organizations, and commercial
property owners, Zoning Hearing Board, and Planning Commission.
Everything discussed was considered when developing final recommendations for the Comprehensive
Parking Guide.
4.

ASSESSMENT of EXISTING PARKING CONDITIONS

An assessment of the existing parking inventory, occupancy and management/operation was performed
to understand the current state of the Borough parking system.
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4.1

Parking Inventory

The Borough’s public parking system is comprised of metered and non-metered on-street parking spaces
and Borough-owned off-street parking lots and garages located in the CBD and adjacent to WCU. There is
also the County-owned Justice Center Garage and two privately-owned public parking lots identified in
the CBD. These privately-owned lots were not considered in the analysis. The examination of parking
inventory and occupancy was divided between the CBD and University areas.
In the CBD there are a total of 2,379 spaces where the Borough charges for parking, which includes 1,986
spaces (83%) in off-street facilities and 393 metered on-street spaces (17%). In the area around WCU there
are a total of 1,634 spaces owned by the Borough, which includes 1,471 (90%) spaces in off-street facilities
and 163 (10%) metered on-street spaces. Table 1 provides the parking inventory of on- and off-street
parking in the CBD and University areas.
Figure 2 shows a breakdown of all the Borough parking between the on-street and off-street areas in the
CBD and University. The majority of the public parking is located in off-street parking facilities. Of the offstreet parking in the CBD, 1,382 spaces are available to the public during the weekday afternoon periods,
which is approximately 70% of the parking inventory in the CBD. The other 601 off-street spaces (30%)
are reserved exclusively for County employees, jurors, permit holders, and leased parking. The Borough
owned parking structures are managed by a private parking operator (ImPark). It is DESMAN’s
understanding that the parking structures at WCU are owned by the Borough on a 30-year ground lease
agreement with WCU who owns the land.
Table 1 – Public Parking Inventory by Area
Borough Owned Pay
Parking Spaces
Parking Type and Area
On-Street - CBD
393
Off-Street - CBD
1,986
On-Street - University
163
Off-Street - University
1,471
Total Parking Inventory
4,013
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Figure 2 – Breakdown of Public Parking Inventory

4.2

Off-Street Parking Restrictions and Management

Table 2 shows the parking type, inventory, revenue control equipment, user types, hours of operation,
hourly and monthly permit rates for the off-street parking facilities analyzed as part of the study. Some of
the parking facilities have spaces that are designated for leased parking, permit parking, residential
parking, jurors and County employees.
The parking garages are gated with pay-stations and credit card pay-in-lane machines allowing for full
automation. The parking lots are not gated and have either pay-stations or single space meters along with
pay-by-phone capability (i.e. Passport). The parking facilities in the CBD are enforced during various time
periods depending on the facility, but they are all free on Sunday. In the University area the parking
facilities are enforced at all times (i.e. 24/7).
Leased parking is reserved for a specific user at all times and is contracted with the Borough. There are a
number of leased spaces in the Borough parking lots. However, the Borough parking garages only offer
public transient or permit parking with little to no reserved spaces (5 reserved in the Bicentennial Garage).
Figure 3 shows the location and inventory of the off-street parking lots and garages. The parking garages
are outlined in black.
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Figure 3 – Off-Street Parking Inventory
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Table 2 – Off-Street Parking Facilities Inventory, Hours of Operation, and Rates
Parking Facility

Parking
Type

Inventory

Revenue Control Equipemnt

40

Pay Station (Ground Level)

Short Term Transient

689

Gated, Attendant, Pay-Station,
Prox Card

Public/ Permit Holders

371

Gated, Attendant, Pay-Station,
Public/ Permit Holders
Prox Card

User

Hours of operation

Hourly Rate

Monthly Permit
Rate

CBD Area Parking Facilities
Lot #01: Chestnut
Street

Garage

Lot #02: Bicentennial

Garage

$1 / Hr, 3hr max
Mon-Wed 7:30am-9:30pm, Thur$1.50 / hr, $9.00
Sat 7:30am-3am, Sun Free
max, 7hr max
$1.50 / hr, $9.00
Mon-Wed 7:30am-9:30pm, Thurmax, 7hr max, $5
Sat 7:30am-3am, Sun Free
evening flat rate

NA
$80.00
$75.00,

Lot #03
Surface Lot
Chester County Justice
Center
Garage
Lot #04: 2nd Floor

15

-

Permit Holders

24/7

-

$600 / year

357

Gated, Card Access

County Employees

24/7

-

-

86

Pay and Display, Pay Station

Public

Monday-Friday 8am-5pm

Reserved Juror Pkg

50

Gated, Card Access

$1 / hr, $15 max,
Free Sat-Sun,
-

-

Lot #05

Surface Lot

Lot #06

Surface Lot

Lot #07

Surface Lot

Jurors

24/7

Public

Mon-Wed 8am-10pm, Thur-Fri
8am-12am, Sat 5pm-12am

$1.50 / hr

-

19

Pay Station, Pay by Phone

18

-

Leased Parking

24/7

-

$50.00

35

-

Residential Permit E

August 1 - July 31

-

$8 / year

69

-

County Employees

Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

-

$50.00

45

-

Leased Parking

24/7

-

$50.00

$1.50 / hr, 3hr
max

-

11

Single Space Meters, Pay by
Phone

Public

Mon-Wed 8am-10pm, Thur-Fri
8am-12am, Sat 5pm-12am, Sun
Free

Garage

62

Parking Attendant

Private During Day and
Public in Evening

Mon-Sun 6pm-6am

$5 / day

NA

Lot #09

Surface Lot

39

Pay and Display, Pay by Phone

Public

Mon-Wed 8am-10pm, Thur-Sat
8am-12am, Sun Free

$1.50 / hr, $15
max

NA

Lot #10

Surface Lot

-

Leased Parking

24/7

NA

Lot #11

Surface Lot

10

Garage

442

Garage

400

Gated, Pay-Station

Surface Lot

25

-

New Street Garage

Garage

451

Gated

Recreation Center
Garage

Garage

79

Hangtags

40

Permit Parking

30

Park Parking

14

Single Space Meters

Lot #08: Walnut Office
Building

Matlack E
Sharpless Street

Greenfield

Surface Lot

15
55

Pay by License Plate/Phone,
Public
Pay Station
Single Space Meters, Pay by
Public
Phone
University Area Parking Facilities
Students and
Gated, Card Access
Faculty/Staff

Mon-Wed 8am-10pm, Thur-Fri
8am-12am, Sat 5pm-12am, Sun
Mon-Wed 8am-10pm, Thur-Fri
8am-12am, Sat 5pm-12am, Sun

$1.50 / hr

NA

$1.50 / hr

NA

24/7

NA

$30 / year

Public and WCU
Students/Employees

24/7

$1.50 / hr, $9.00
max rate for 6 or
more hours

Student $225
and Staff $260
per Semester

Public and WCU
Students/Employees

24/7

Students, Employees
and Visitors
Residential Permit N and
Athletic Parking Permit
Greenfield Athletic
Parking Permit
Long Term Transient

24/7

Student $200
$1.50 / hr, $9 max and Staff $235
per Semester
$235 per
NA
Semester

24/7

NA

$8 / year

24/7

NA

NA

Mon-Wed 8am-10pm, Thur-Sat
8am-12am, Sat 5pm-12am

$1.50 / hr

NA
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Below is a description of each of the off-street parking facilities.
Chestnut Street Garage (Lot 1) – The Chestnut Street Garage is
the largest parking facility in West Chester with a total of 729
spaces. The ground level has 40 spaces which are for short term
public parking (3-hour max). A pay-and-display pay-station is
provided on the ground floor with a $1 hourly rate, as shown in
Exhibit 1. The rest of the facility is gated and offers public and
permit parking. As of April 2016, a total of 870 permits were
sold, which is more spaces than there are in the facility. Due to
the mix of permit sales to residents and workers in the CBD
there is the opportunity for a high oversell of monthly permits.
The facility has pay-stations and pay-in-lane capability, which
allows for a fully automated system with no cashiers at the
entrance/exit gates. The facility is managed by Impark.

Exhibit 1 – Pay Station on Ground
Level of Chestnut Street Garage

Bicentennial Garage (Lot 2) – The Bicentennial Garage has a
total of 371 spaces that provide public parking in the CBD. The
facility serves transient and permit parkers. As of April 2016,
385 monthly permits were sold for the facility, which is greater than the number of spaces. The facility is
managed by Impark. The facility is gated with pay-stations, as shown in Exhibit 2, and pay-in-lane stations,
which allows for a fully automated system with no cashiers at the entrance/exit gates. The facility is
managed by Impark.
Lot 3 – Lot 3 is located on the west end of the CBD and only has 15
surface spaces, which are leased through a lottery system at a rate
of $600 per year. The facility is enforced by the Borough.

Exhibit 2 – Pay Station in
Bicentennial Garage

Justice Center Garage (Lot 4) – This facility is located on the
southwest end of the CBD on Market Street. The majority of the
parking (357 spaces) serves County employees. Some of the
parking (50 spaces) is reserved for jurors. The second level of the
garage (86 spaces) is public parking which is enforced Monday
through Friday between 8AM and 5PM. Free parking is provided
in the evenings and weekends in the entire facility. This garage is
owned by the County and is managed by Colonial Parking.
Lot 5 – Lot 5 is located on the south end of the CBD and offers both
public (19 spaces) and reserved leased (18 spaces) parking.
Transient/hourly parkers can use a pay-and-display pay-station or
pay-by-phone. The lot is enforced by the Borough.
Lot 6 (Spaz Lot) – Lot 6 is located on the west end of the CBD. It provides parking for County employees.
Residential parking permit ‘E’ parkers are also permitted to use the lot, which is a total of 35 permits. Free
public parking is permitted after 5PM during the weekdays and on the weekends. The lot is enforced by
the Borough.
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Lot 7 – Lot 7 is located on the northwest end of the CBD and consists of primarily leased permit parking
(45 spaces) and some public parking (11 spaces). Revenue control for the pay parking spaces includes
single space meters and pay-by-phone capability. The parking is enforced by the Borough.
Lot 8 (Walnut Office Building) – This parking lot offers public parking in the evenings after 6PM for a flat
fee of $5. During the day it is utilized by tenants and visitors of the Walnut Office Building. This is a great
example of a shared parking facility. A parking attendant is stationed in the facility for enforcement and
revenue collection. This parking lot is privately owned.
Lot 9 – Lot 9 is a 39-space surface lot that offers public parking that can be paid for using a pay-station or
by phone. It is located behind the Justice Center Garage and is enforced by the Borough.
Lot 10 – Lot 10 is located on the north end of the CBD and provides public parking (55 spaces) and leased
parking (15 spaces). The lot offers a pay-station and pay-by-phone for payment. Half of the lot is used for
the Farmers Market between 9AM to 1PM every Saturday from May to December. The lot is managed by
the Borough.
Lot 11 – Lot 11 is located on the east end of the CBD and provides 10 public parking spaces. The lot has
single space meters and pay-by-phone payment capability. It is managed by the Borough.
Matlack Garage – The Matlack Garage is located on the WCU campus and is exclusively used by WCU
commuter students and employees. Commuter students have to prove they live outside a 5-block radius
of the University in order to get a $30 per year permit. The facility is managed by Impark, but the policies
and enforcement are handled by WCU. This facility is owned by the Borough through a 30-year ground
lease with WCU.
Sharpless Street Garage – The Sharpless Street Garage is located on the north end of the WCU campus.
The facility offers public parking and permit parking for students and faculty/staff of WCU. The facility is
fully automated with pay-stations and credit card pay-in-lane machines. Pay parking is enforced at all
times. The garage is fully automated. The facility is managed by Impark. This facility is owned by the
Borough through a 30-year ground lease with WCU.
New Street Garage – The New Street Garage is a new facility located on the west end of the WCU campus
that provides public parking and permit parking for students and faculty/staff of WCU. Pay parking is
enforced at all times. The garage is fully automated. The facility is managed by Impark. This facility is
owned by the Borough through a 30-year ground lease with WCU.
Recreation Center Garage – The Recreation Center Garage is located on the ground level of the Student
Recreation Center across from the New Street Garage. Only students, employees and visitors of WCU are
permitted to park in this facility using an assigned hangtag from the University.
Greenfield – The Greenfield lot is located on the southeast side of West Chester in a residential area and
is used by people visiting Greenfield Park. A total of 30 spaces are designated for athletic permit parkers
during athletic events. Residential permit parkers (area N) are provided 40 spaces and 14 spaces are
metered for the public.
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4.3

On-Street Parking Inventory

In addition to on-street meters, there are also on-street parking areas in the Borough that are
unrestricted, have time restrictions (i.e. 1 hr., 2 hr., 3 hr., etc.), and require a residential permit. Figure 4
shows the location of all the metered, time restricted, residential permit parking and some of the
unrestricted streets adjacent to the CBD and University areas. There is substantially more on-street public
parking available around the CBD area, as opposed to the University. There are a number of unrestricted
streets located north of the CBD, which allows free parking with no time restrictions in residential areas.
Three of the residential permit parking areas also have metered parking.
Figure 4 – On-Street Parking Inventory
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Smart single-space meters (IPS meters) are used on-street, which accept
both coin and credit card payment (see Exhibit 3). Many of the on-street
parking areas are striped.

Exhibit 3 – On-Street
Single-Space Meter

In general, on-street parking is enforced during the following time periods:
•
•
•

Monday – Wednesday, 8AM – 10PM,
Thursday – Friday, 8AM – 12AM, and
Saturday, 5PM – 12AM.

On-street parking is $1.50 per hour. IPS smart meters were recently
installed which accept coin and credit card payment. Pay-by-phone
payment is also available using the Passport Parking app, by calling a
number listed on the meters, or through a website.
4.4

Parking Occupancy

Parking occupancy counts were performed on the following dates during the following time periods, while
WCU was in session:
•
•
•

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 and Wednesday, April 27, 2016 between 9AM and 5PM,
Friday, September 30, 2016 between 5PM and 9PM, and
Saturday, October 1, 2016 between 11AM and 9PM.

Figure 5 shows graphs of the hourly parking occupancy in the CBD during a typical weekday, Friday evening
and Saturday. The total peak occupancy was at 9AM and noon during a weekday when 72% of the parking
was occupied. The combination of resident and employee parkers causes the peak demand at 9AM. The
lunch crowd activity in the CBD causes the parking demand to peak at noon. On-street parking is typically
better utilized than the off-street parking, especially during a Friday evening and weekend. There is
substantial off-street parking available during the evening and on weekends.
Figure 6 shows graphs of the hourly parking occupancy in the University area during a typical weekday,
Friday evening and Saturday. The total peak was at 9AM during a weekday when 79% of the parking was
occupied. This peak is caused by a combination of student residents and University parkers. On-street
parking was typically more occupied than off-street parking, except during the Saturday evening count.
There is substantial parking capacity available during the evening and on weekends, similar to the CBD.
Figure 7 shows the peak parking occupancy (weekday at 9AM) for each of the off-street parking facilities.
The peak off-street utilization in the CBD and University areas were 75% and 76%, respectively. It is
believed that the peak occupancy at 9AM in the CBD is a result of the mix of residents and employee
parkers.
Figure 8 shows the peak on-street parking occupancy (weekday at 12PM) for all metered spaces in the
Borough. Based on the analysis, the metered on-street parking is 83% occupied during the peak period
with the CBD 78% occupied and the University 101% occupied.
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Figure 5 – Hourly Parking Occupancy in CBD
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Figure 6 – Hourly Parking Occupancy in University Area
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Figure 7 – Off-Street Peak Parking Occupancy
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Figure 8 – On-Street Peak Parking Occupancy
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In addition to the inventory and occupancy, the practical capacity of each facility was examined. Practical
capacity is a means of more accurately assessing the parking systems capacity in relation to its utilization.
Practical capacity refers to the operational efficiency of a parking area or facility. Generally, a parking
facility is perceived by its users to be at full operational (effective) capacity when occupancy levels reach
85% to 90%. Once this rate is exceeded, potential parkers find it difficult to locate open spaces and are
more likely to continue to search for an available space, creating traffic flow problems, frustrating drivers,
and ultimately leading them to park elsewhere.
The effective and efficient turnover of convenient parking spaces is most successful when the supply of
spaces exceeds the peak demand for those spaces by 10% to 15%, meaning 10% to 15% of spaces are not
occupied at any given time and are available to parkers. Each reference to a facility’s practical capacity is
calculated as 85% of that facility’s inventory. Certain streets and facilities exceed 85% occupancy during
peak periods.
4.5

Parking Inventory/Occupancy Breakdown

Many of the spaces in the CBD are not available to the public during the day, which was previously shown
in Table 2 and discussed in section 4.1 (Off-Street Parking Inventory). A substantial portion of the spaces
are leased, designated for County employees, residents, and private parking. This impacts how many
spaces are actually available to support future public parking demand generated from growth and
development in the CBD.
Table 3 provides an analysis of the breakdown of parking designations in the CBD. Based on this analysis,
there are 1,320 off-street public spaces available during a weekday afternoon. The remaining off-street
spaces are leased, residential permit, reserved, county employee, or private parking. The off-street public
parking is 73% occupied during the peak parking period with a surplus of 165 spaces. There is also a surplus
of 21 on-street public spaces during the peak period. An 85% practical capacity factor was applied in
calculating the parking surplus available in each space designation. The on-street and off-street public
parking inventory and demand in Table 3 will be used in determining if adequate public parking is available
to support future demand.
Besides public parking there is also permitted and leased parking available in the CBD. Currently, most of
the CBD parking facilities have sold out of permits or reserved leased spaces. Table 4 provides the
inventory of leased and permitted spaces, peak observed occupancy, and number of permits and leased
spaces currently issued/designated in the CBD. Every parking facility in the CBD is sold out of
permit/leased parking except for the Chestnut Street Garage. However, the Chestnut Street Garage has
the highest oversell factor of permits (1.27 permits per space) of any facility. The parking industry standard
for the oversell of parking permits ranges between 1.1 to 1.2 permits per space for a parking facility that
primarily serves office employees. However, a greater oversell can be applied depending on the mix of
users. This analysis shows that there is a high demand for permit parking in the CBD and that there is a
potential demand for additional leased/permit parking.
The Borough has placed a cap on the number of permits sold in the Bicentennial Garage at approximately
410 permits, which is an oversell factor of 1.11 permits per space. Based, on parking occupancy counts of
the Bicentennial Garage from September 2015 the garage was operating close to capacity during the
afternoon. It is suggested that the occupancy is continually monitored to accurately determine the
number of permits that can be made available in both the Chestnut and Bicentennial Garages.
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Overall, there is currently adequate parking available in the CBD. However, the system is operating near
capacity during a weekday morning and afternoon. However, at all other time periods there is substantial
parking capacity available to support demand.
Table 3 – CBD Parking Breakdown Analysis
Practical
Parking Designation
(2)

Off-Street Public
On-Street Public
Leased/Permit Parking
County Employee Parking
Private Before 6 PM (3)
Totals

Inventory Capacity

(1)

Surplus/
%
Peak
Occupancy Occupied Deficit (1)

1,320
393
128
476

1,122
334
109
405

957
313
43
366

73%
80%
34%
77%

165
21
66
39

62
2,379

53
2,022

35
1,714

56%
72%

18
309

1

Applied an 85% practical capacity factor
Includes public parking in the following facilities: Chestnut Street Garage: 729 spaces;
Bicentennial Garage: 371 spaces; Lot 4 (2nd floor Justice Center Garage): 86 spaces; Lot 5: 19
spaces; Lot 7: 11 spaces; Lot 9: 39 spaces; Lot 10: 55 spaces, and; Lot 11: 10 spaces.

2

3

Includes Lot 8: Walnut Office Building parking

Table 4 – Summary of Leased and Permit Parking in CBD

Parking Facility
Lot #01: Chestnut Street
Lot #02: Bicentennial
Lot #03
Lot #05
Lot #06
Lot #07
Lot #10

5.

Peak
Occupancy of
Inventory of
Permit/Leased Permit/Leased Permits
Parking
Parking
Issued
729
79%
926
371
74%
411
15
80%
15
15
89%
15
35
57%
35
45
71%
45
19
15
80%

Permit
Oversell
Factor
1.27
1.11
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.27

Permit Type
Permits
Permits - Waiting List
Permits - Sold Out
Leased
Residential Permits - Sold Out
Leased
Permits - Waiting List

FUTURE PARKING CONDITIONS

A future parking demand analysis was conducted to determine the need for future parking in the CBD,
based on projected growth, and the best strategies to support future demand.
5.1

Future CBD Parking Supply/Demand Analysis

The Borough identified a number of recent and future developments in the CBD which may have an impact
on the future parking demand and supply balance. An analysis was performed to determine if there is
currently adequate parking available in the CBD to support future demand. Figure 9 shows the location
and program for each potential development identified by the Borough in the CBD. Three of these
developments have already been completed, including Chestnut Square (May 2016), Chestnut Street Lofts
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(September 2014), and the Theater Development (October 2016). No future developments were
identified in the University area.
Figure 9 – Future and Recent Development Program in the CBD

Development
Land Use
Marriot Courtyard Hotel Hotel
Restaurant
Mixed Use
Office
Retail/Rest.
Office
Farmers & Mechanics
Restaurant
Building
Chestnut Square
Residential
Chestnut Street Lofts
Residential
Theater Development Theater

Size
120 rooms
10,000 s.f.
20,000 s.f.
18,000 s.f.
21,000 s.f.
5,000 s.f.
220 units
60 units
300 seats

Each of the developments include the renovation of an existing vacant property in the CBD. The residential
developments (Chestnut Square and Chestnut Street Lofts) plan to provide on-site parking. Chestnut
Square has 248 spaces, which adequately supports its demand. Chestnut Street Lofts has 34 spaces and
rents parking in the Chestnut Street Garage, which meets its demand. The mixed-use development at the
southeast corner of Gay and Church plans to provide 30 underground spaces. The other developments
will be solely dependent on the current public on- and off-street parking in the CBD.
A shared parking analysis was conducted using the methodology, parking demand ratios, and shared use
factors in the Urban Land Institutes (ULI) Shared Parking, 2nd Edition. During the peak weekday period at
noon it was determined that the developments would generate an additional 326 vehicles, which equates
to an approximately 19% (326 increase in demand/1,714 current peak parking demand) increase in the
existing peak parking demand.
As shown in Table 5, with an 85% practical parking capacity factor applied it was projected that there
would be a 114-space parking deficit during the peak weekday noon parking period in the CBD. This deficit
in parking is dependent on these developments coming online and the continued success and growth of
West Chester. This is not a substantial deficit in parking, but it is important to consider future parking
supply and demand management strategies to adequately support future demand in the CBD.
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Table 5 – Future CBD Peak Parking Supply/Demand Analysis
CBD Future Parking Demand Analysis
Parking Demand
Existing Peak Public Demand (1)
Additional Future Peak Demand (2)(3)
Total Future Demand
Parking Inventory
Existing Public Parking Inventory (4)
Additional Future Parking Inventory
Total Future Inventory
Practical Parking Capacity

(5)

Future Parking Surplus/Deficit

1,270
326
1,596
1,713
30

1,743
1,482
(114)

1

Existing peak demand based on weekday public peak on- and off-street parking demand
at Noon in CBD.
2

Future peak demand based on shared parking demand analysis of future developments.

3

Analysis does not include resident demand for residential developments, as residential
developments plan to provide parking for residents.

5.2

4

Existing public parking inventory includes only public on- and off-street parking in the CBD.

5

Considers an 85% parking practical capacity.

Future Garage Siting Analysis

An assessment was conducted to determine the best location to construct a parking facility in the CBD.
Four sites were identified, as shown in Figure 10. Each of these sites is currently a parking facility, so
parking would be temporarily displaced. No vacant land was identified in the CBD for development. It is
not suggested that an existing structure is demolished for a future parking structure. Instead, any vacant
buildings should be renovated to help maintain the unique characteristics of the CBD. Table 6 identifies
the pros and cons associated with each development site. Lot 10 is the only Borough owned facility in the
CBD that has adequate dimensions to effectively support a parking structure and is conveniently located.
The other three sites are privately owned.
The St. Agnes School/Church and Washington Square parking lots have adequate dimensions to support
a parking structure, but are privately owned. Depending on the utilization of these parking lots, there may
be a good opportunity for the Borough to develop a shared parking agreement to use these facilities to
help support the peak weekday parking demand.
The Bicentennial Extension site would include the expansion of the existing Bicentennial Garage by adding
connections over Wilmont Mews Street. This concept would take advantage of the existing ramping
system in the Bicentennial garage, which would provide some cost savings. However, there are many
design and logistical complications associated with the site which would require additional investigation
to determine the viability.
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Figure 10 – Potential Parking Development Sites
Wash Sq.
Apts.

Lot 10

School/
Church

Bicentennial
Extension

LEGEND
- Borough Lot
- Private Lot

Table 6 – Pros/Cons of Parking Development Sites

Site

Pros

Cons

Lot 10

- Good Location
- Owned by Borough
- Adequate Dimensions

- Not convenient to
residents south of CBD

St. Agnes
School/ Church

- Shared Parking
- Adequate Dimensions
- Good Location

- Privately Owned

Bicentennial
Extension

- No Ramp Needed
- Expand Existing
Bicentennial Garage

- Design Complications
- Minimal Footprint
- Privately Owned

Wash. Sq. Apts.

- Adequate Dimensions
- Vehicular Access

- Poor Location
- Privately Owned

Overall, it was determined that the Lot 10 site is the most ideal location for a future parking structure, for
the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

No major logistical issues,
Owned by the Borough,
Conveniently located in the CBD, and
Adequate dimensions to support a 2-bay parking structure.
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The site is fairly compact as it would only support a two-bay structure. There is also a 60-foot building
height limitation in the Borough. Due to the compact site dimensions and height limitations to Lot 10 it
would only support public parking demand in the CBD and not a substantial development on the site,
unless parking was provided underground which can be very costly.
5.3

Parking Management Strategies

Other than just constructing parking to support future demand there are other opportunities and
strategies to address future parking needs. There are a number of recommended parking management
strategies which will both help reduce parking demand and increase the parking capacity of the existing
system, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate reserved off-street parking,
Develop shared parking agreements,
Higher parking rates on-street versus off-street,
Promote alternative modes of transportation,
Install multi-space on-street meters,
Implement long-term parking in all lots,
Unbundle parking for residential developments,
Continue to allow businesses to offer valet parking, and
Public parking on residential streets.

5.3.1 Eliminate Reserved Off-Street Parking
Currently, 128 of the 1,986 off-street parking spaces in the CBD are leased or reserved during the weekday
afternoon to parkers with specific permits. The County-owned and leased parking areas were not
considered, nor was the private parking in Lot 8 for the Walnut office building. Below is a list of the parking
facilities with leased parking and their occupancy level at noon on a weekday:
•
•
•
•
•

Lot 3: 15 leased spaces, 40% occupancy
Lot 5: 18 leased spaces, 33% occupancy
Lot 6: 35 residential permit spaces, 43% occupancy
Lot 7: 45 leased spaces, 24% occupancy
Lot 10: 15 leased spaces, 33% occupancy

Table 7 shows the parking availability for the leased parking areas in the CBD at 9AM and noon. This
analysis considers an 85% practical capacity factor. There is substantial parking availability during the noon
period (65 spaces). Currently leased parking spaces are enforced during the same time periods as metered
parking.
It is suggested that leased parking is slowly eliminated and instead these spaces are made available for
permit parkers. An oversell factor should be determined for each lot based on either weekly counts by
staff or from live feed cameras installed in each parking facility to monitor available parking capacity. If
there is additional demand for permit parking beyond the current number of unmetered spaces, then
there is an opportunity to displace metered parking and add permit spaces. The metered parking spaces
in some of the lots, especially Lot 10, are not very well utilized.
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This strategy will allow a better utilization of the current parking inventory and reduce the need to
construct additional parking. However, the only time leased parking should be permitted if it is needed to
lease commercial space in the CBD.
Table 7 – Availability of Leased Parking Areas in CBD
Parking
Facility
Lot 3
Lot 5
Lot 6
Lot 7
Lot 10
Totals
1

Peak Parking
Leased
Peak
Noon Parking
Noon
Availability
Parking Occupancy
Occupancy
Availability (1)
Inventory
(9 AM)
(9 AM) (1)
15
9
8
4
5
18
14
6
1
9
35
20
15
10
16
45
8
11
30
27
15
10
5
3
8
128
61
45
48
65

Considers an 85% practical capacity factor.

5.3.2 Shared Parking Agreements
There may be opportunities within the CBD to develop shared parking agreements with private parking
facilities. Two previously discussed parking facilities include the St. Agnes Church/School and Washington
Square Apartments parking lots. Additional analysis would be required to determine how much parking is
available in these facilities to allow public parking. The public parking spaces should be designated and
signed to define where and when public parkers are permitted to use these facilities. A shared parking
agreement will require a contract between the Borough and owner of the facility. The Borough will
probably also have to be responsible for enforcing the public parking spaces.
5.3.3 Higher Parking Rates On-Street versus Off-Street
A parking system should be designed to maintain an 85% occupancy level across the entire parking system,
or to at least try and achieve an even spread of parking demand. This can be effectively accomplished
through the pricing of parking, which led to the advent of real-time parking pricing. Based on the parking
occupancy counts, on-street parking tends to be in greater demand than the off-street parking in the CBD.
On-street parking in the Borough is similarly priced, or more expensive than hourly off-street parking (i.e.
$1.50 per hour on-street and $1.00 to $1.50 for off-street parking). The high demand and low availability
for on-street parking has proven to have the following adverse impacts: increased traffic from vehicles
circulating and user frustration in locating an available space.
In order to achieve a healthy balance and to help reduce user frustration parkers should be incentivized
to use off-street parking facilities, which has greater available capacity during peak parking periods. Pricing
on-street parking greater than off-street parking will help reduce user frustration and traffic in the CBD
from vehicles driving around attempting to locate an available on-street space. A more detailed analysis
of the parking rate structure is provided later in the report.
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5.3.4 Multi-Space On-Street Meters
The Borough has single space on-street meters, which designates a certain number of spaces. With the
trend that vehicles are getting more compact (i.e. Smart cars, Fiat, Mini Coopers, etc.) you can potentially
fit more vehicles on a block when you permit vehicles to park freely. Studies show that there is a potential
10% increase in parking capacity using multi-space meters on-street instead of single space meters. The
implementation of on-street multi-space meters in the CBD would potentially add approximately 40
spaces of parking capacity. Also, multi-space meters reduce streetscape clutter, are more environmentally
friendly, and provide proof of purchase (i.e. receipt) to the user.
5.3.5 Long Term Parking in Lots
Currently, Lots 9 and 10 have parking kiosks that allow a person purchase “all day” (max. of 10 hours)
parking at a rate of $15.00. It is suggested that long-term parking is permitted in all off-street parking lots.
A person should be able to purchase daily parking instead of having a time restriction. This will help
prevent long-term parkers from parking on-street, which will help make on-street parking more readily
available for short-term parking. The daily rate in the lots should be greater than the garages in the CBD,
which are currently priced at $9.00 per day. This is due to the parking lots being more convenient than
the garages. It is suggested that the daily rate in the parking lots remain $15.00. The suggested rate
structure is also discussed later in the report. Signage should be posted outside the parking lots informing
patrons of the rate structure and that daily parking is permitted. Also, if a pay-by-plate meter is used it
would allow for more efficient enforcement using an LPR vehicle.
5.3.6 Unbundle Parking
Zoning policy in the Borough requires residential developments to provide a minimum of 1.0 to 2.5 spaces
per unit for all new residential developments in the Town Center District and any new or rehab residential
project outside of the Town Center District. Typically, developers will wrap the cost of parking in the rent
or purchase price of an apartment or condo. This hides the cost of parking and does not place the decision
on the resident to decide if they want to pay extra for parking.
It is suggested that zoning policy is implemented or developers are encouraged to price parking separately
from the cost/rent price of the unit. A parking variance can be provided to developers who only sell
parking separate from the cost to rent or purchase an apartment or condo. Also, the cost of an additional
parking space should be greater than the cost of the first space. This will require a resident to consider
not owning a vehicle and help reduce the overall parking demand and traffic in the Borough. It is a policy
that rewards the person who does not own a vehicle and chooses to use alternative modes of
transportation. Cities with unbundling policies include San Francisco, California and Bellevue, Washington.
5.3.7 Valet Parking
The Borough was considering implementing a centralized valet parking program in the CBD. A centralized
Borough operated valet parking program may not provide a large benefit to the Borough since the peak
parking demand is during the weekday morning and afternoon periods. Most people consider using valet
parking during the evening when visiting a nice restaurant. There is substantial parking capacity available
in the CBD during the evenings. It is not suggested that the Borough offer their own valet parking as this
would be a costly and possibly minimally utilized service.
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However, the Borough should continue to allow businesses to offer valet parking. Businesses should
continue to adhere to the valet parking regulations stated in the Zoning ordinance. Valet parking allows
vehicles to be double parked if managed properly. This can increase the system’s parking capacity. If
parking becomes difficult for the lunch and dinner crowds visiting the CBD, offering valet parking is both
a nice amenity and can increase parking capacity.
If the business leases parking from one of the Borough parking garages or lots, it is suggested that parking
on a lower level is designated for valet parking, but only when the valet service is offered. If a parking lot
is leased for valet parking, an area should be blocked off and double-parking vehicles should be
encouraged to increase capacity.
However, it is suggested that valet parking is staged in private lots that do not offer public parking, but
have available parking capacity during the afternoon and evenings. This would be a natural shared parking
agreement. Again, the St. Agnes Church/School and Washington Square Apartments parking lots may be
an option. The Borough should reach out to these institutions to determine if they would be willing to
allow valeted vehicles to park in their lots.
5.3.8 Public Parking on Residential Streets
There is an opportunity to increase the Boroughs parking capacity by allowing public parking on residential
streets that currently only permit residential parking. However, this is not suggested on all residential
streets as much of the residential areas are over-utilized. It is suggested that meters be installed in certain
areas where it would support visitors to businesses and the CBD. This is currently being practiced by the
Borough on certain residential streets in areas B, F and J. This is discussed in more depth later in the report.
5.4

Future Parking Conditions Analysis Conclusion

It was determined that there would be a deficit of approximately 114 spaces during the peak parking
periods in the CBD. In addition to this deficit of parking, there is also a parking lease deal related to a hotel
development that would consume 90 spaces in one of the Borough’s parking garages, but the timing of
the development is unknown.
Based on the data, it was determined that there is a need for additional parking in the Borough and that
the ideal location for a future parking structure is on Lot 10, which could support a 2- bay wide facility. In
addition to constructing parking, there is a number of parking demand management strategies which the
Borough could implement to effectively utilize existing parking assets in a financially and environmentally
sustainable manner. Also, Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies are discussed later in
the report, which can also help reduce demand.
6.

ON-STREET PARKING MANAGEMENT

During conversations with Borough staff, stakeholders, and the public a number of issues regarding the
management of on-street parking were raised, including:
•
•
•

Increasing/decreasing the metered parking area,
Management of on-street metered areas,
Street sweeping,
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•
•
•

Curb parking,
Snow emergency plan, and
Loading zones.

In developing a comprehensive parking plan for the Borough, it is essential to address each of these issues.
6.1

Increase/Decrease of On-Street Metered Parking

There is currently a total of 556 on-street metered spaces managed by the Borough, which requires
enforcement, collections, and maintenance. It is important to understand if meters are located in the
most appropriate areas to meet the needs of the community and effectively use the Boroughs resources.
6.1.1 Time Restricted Parking Areas
There are a number of streets in the CBD with time restrictions (i.e. 1, 2, and 3 hours), but no meters. Onstreet time restricted areas include:
1 Hour Parking: 200 West Gay Street (South side)
2 Hour Parking: 50 West LaFayette Street (North Side) and 200 North High Street (East and West
sides)
3 Hour Parking: 200 West Miner Street, 200 South Church Street, 200 and 300 South High Street,
and 300 East Market Street.
On-street parking is viewed as the most convenient parking location for the businesses and they should
be made available to patrons of these establishments and not long-term parkers (i.e. employees). Based
on anecdotal evidence, parkers are taking advantage of time restricted spaces by shuffling their vehicles
to park for extended periods. It is a policy in the Borough that if a vehicle changes spaces the time parked
resets.
It is suggested that meters be installed at these locations in order to eliminate abuse of these parking
locations by long-term parkers. The goal is to make the on-street parking available to high-priority, shortterm parkers (i.e. visitors and patrons). Meters should be installed adjacent to commercial businesses
without any private parking that rely on street parking for their customers.
There are on-street areas on the 50 block of West Market Street and the 50 block of North Darlington
Street (West side) that are restricted for West Chester Police from 8:00AM to 4:30PM. It is suggested that
meters be installed at these locations and enforced similar to other on-street metered areas in the CBD.
6.1.2 Residential Permit Parking Areas
As discussed previously, it is suggested that public parking be permitted at meters installed on residential
streets adjacent to businesses, parks, major activity generators, the CBD and WCU. The Borough should
reach out to local businesses located on residential streets to determine if their businesses would benefit
from public parking. The Borough could also research if a high number of tickets were issued to vehicles
without a residential permit on certain residential streets to identify residential streets to permit public
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parking with meters. Residents on these streets would be permitted to park at these meters for free, as
is the current practice in areas B, F, and J.
6.1.3 Residential Permit Parking Area C
It is suggested that on-street meters are added along the streets in residential permit parking area C
(Student Commuter Parking). This area is made available to WCU commuter students at a rate of $40 per
year. The cost for a student parking permit in one of the parking structures on campus is between $200
and $235 per semester. The area C permit is a huge discount compared to WCU commuter parking and
thus makes these spaces in high demand requiring the Borough to host a lottery to distribute permits. The
permits seem to sell out every year. The Borough is subsidizing WCU commuter parking by designating
these spaces at a comparatively discounted rate. Based on parking occupancy counts, there is a high
demand for short-term on-street parking in the WCU area. It is suggested that the area C permit is
eliminated and that meters are installed along these streets.
6.1.4 Removal of Meters
There was concern by Borough staff that some of the current meters could be removed, since they are
not being well utilized. Figure 11 shows an assessment of which meters generate the lowest revenue. This
is based on an analysis of meter revenue between January and April 2016 in the CBD and from March to
April 2016 for the University area.
The streets with the lowest revenue per meter (below 81%) tend to also be the areas where residential
permit parking is also permitted (i.e. areas B, F, and J). This shows these streets are being used primarily
by residents, as opposed to visitors. However, the streets in these areas tend to include a mix of residential
and small office/service oriented businesses. Even though these meters are not very well utilized they
provide a community service by allowing patrons to the businesses in the area a convenient location to
park. Also, it is much less costly to install meters and allow public parking versus constructing additional
public parking in the CBD.
However, it is suggested that the Borough reach out to these businesses and see if they are dependent
on metered parking in residential areas to serve their clients to get a sense if the meters should remain.
Also, as discussed previously, any streets with meters should have a specific designation allowing only
residents who live on that street to park at the meters for free, not other residents.
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Figure 11 – Meter Revenue Analysis by Street
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6.2

Management of On-Street Metered Parking

The on-street meters in the Borough have a three (3) hour time restriction and are enforced during the
following time periods.
•
•
•

Monday – Wednesday, 8AM – 10PM,
Thursday – Friday, 8AM – 12AM, and
Saturday, 5PM – 12AM.

Due to the substantial nightlife activity in West Chester, the current on-street time restrictions are
appropriate to help ensure on-street parking is available for businesses patrons/visitors. Based on
comments received from the retail and business community, providing free parking during the day on
Saturday and all-day Sunday attracts visitors to the Downtown and serves as a great economic
development strategy.
The 3-hour time restriction for on-street metered areas was discussed with stakeholders and Borough
staff. There did not appear to be a strong belief that the time limit needed to be altered to increase
turnover. Instead, increasing the on-street rate to be greater than the off-street rates will help promote
turnover on-street. It is suggested that the time restriction is eliminated since it is difficult to enforce.
Instead a graduated rate scale should be implemented to incentivize people not to park on-street longterm. A graduated rate scale would charge a greater hourly rate for each additional hour of parking.
As discussed previously, it is suggested that multi-space meters are installed on-street to reduce
streetscape clutter and add capacity. Also, there should be a differential between the on-street rates and
the off-street rates to incentivize people to park off-street and create a more even balance of parking
demand which will reduce user frustration and traffic in the CBD.
6.3

Street Sweeping

Borough residents voiced complaints that the parking restrictions along residential streets for street
sweeping act as a parking deterrent and reduce the overall capacity of the parking system, which makes
it difficult for residents to find parking in their area. The streets are swept during the following time
periods:
•
•

Streets north of Market Street: Monday or Tuesday, between 2AM – 5AM or 8AM – 11AM;
Streets south of Market Street: Wednesday or Thursday, between 2AM – 5AM or 8AM – 11AM.

It is suggested that the Borough reduce the window of time allotted for street sweeping and the frequency
that the streets are swept. Best practices state that residential streets only need to be swept 4 to 9 times
per year. Only in a CBD would it be suggested to street sweep every week. It is suggested that the
residential streets outside of the CBD are swept once a month between 9AM and 12PM. Only in the Town
Center area and metered streets, except residential permit areas, should the streets be swept once a
week between 2AM and 5AM.
Also, street sweeping should alternate the sides of the street swept for streets with parking on both sides,
and allow parking on the other side of the street for streets that only permit on-street parking on one side
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of the street. This will help reduce frustration among residents that feel street sweeping is a large
deterrent for them in locating an on-street space in their neighborhood.
6.4

Curb Parking

Due to the narrowness of certain streets in the Borough, it can make it difficult for drivers to traverse
streets, especially when people are parked too far from the curb. This is another issue that was voiced by
residents during the West Chester Parking Town Hall. To address this issue, it is suggested that graduated
increases in parking fines be implemented for repeat offenders.
6.5

Snow Emergency Plan

Currently, the Snow Emergency Plan goes into effect typically when there is an accumulation of 6 inches
of snow or more or when extremely hazardous conditions exist, such as an ice storm. Vehicles are not
permitted to park on-street along the Snow Emergency Route, which is shown in Figure 12. Borough
residents are also not permitted to park along selected blocks of the Snow Emergency Route when
accumulation reaches 4 inches. Residents are encouraged to use the municipal parking facilities during
snow emergencies and all parking charges are waived in the surface lots. This creates an issue as there is
typically not sufficient off-street parking to support the usual parking demand plus the demand from
residents that park along the Snow Emergency Route. This can lead to vehicles getting a ticket when they
have no other parking option.
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Figure 12 – Snow Emergency Route
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It is suggested that hangtags are issued to residents with resident permit parking that live on a Snow
Emergency Route street that would provide them free parking in the Borough parking facilities. All other
people would need to pay for parking. However, this would require staff to man the parking garages and
enforce the parking lots, which may be a logistical nightmare during heavy snowfall. If there are no good
solutions to provide adequate parking to support the demand during snow emergencies the Borough
should instead consider reducing the parking demand by changing the Snow Emergency policies.
The list of streets that restrict parking on both sides is very extensive and may be excessive, which is
causing parking problems for residents. The streets should be broken out into different categories. Only
the major arterials with high average daily traffic, along transit routes, or streets that are primarily used
to access arterials should be considered “snow emergency route” streets where parking is prohibited on
both sides. These streets should be plowed in the late evening (after 9PM) to make them clear for travel
the next day.
The second set of streets should include the less traveled, residential streets where both sides of the
streets may not need to be plowed. The parking strategy should be changed to the “Even/Odd” policy that
other municipalities use. This policy states that if there is a snow emergency, the on-street parkers may
park their vehicles on the side of the street corresponding to the day that the emergency occurred. If the
day is an odd day, such as the first, 3rd, 5th etc. they may park on the odd side of the street. On an even
day they would park on the even side of the street. The side opposite of where the vehicles are parked
would then be plowed. This reduces congestion on the roads in case of an emergency by always keeping
at least one side of the road clear. These streets should be plowed the next day during the morning and
afternoon (i.e. 9AM to 4PM) when residential parking demand is lowest.
Also, adequate time should be provided for people to move their vehicle. It is suggested that snow
emergencies are declared in the afternoon (i.e. by 3PM) and should not be enforced until at least 9PM
that evening.
The effective implementation of these changes to the Snow Emergency Route and policies will require
discussions/coordination with the Fire Department and effective communication through social media,
public service announcements, newsletters, signage, and on the Boroughs website.
6.6

Loading Zones

There is a high density of restaurants and businesses in the CBD, especially along Gay and Market Streets,
which has led to substantial delivery vehicle activity. This has caused both traffic and parking issues,
primarily due to loading vehicles double parking and blocking traffic. In order to help control the issue, a
number of recommendations are suggested, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All loading zones should have signage with arrows showing the definitive area,
Loading zones should be properly sized,
Efficient allocation of loading zone areas (add loading spaces where needed and eliminate less
utilized areas),
The loading zones should have a 15-minute time limit to deter any long-term parking,
Heightened and standardized enforcement against delivery vehicles double parked, and
Deliveries should not be permitted during peak traffic periods in the early morning (7AM to 9AM)
or evening (4PM to 6PM).
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Loading zones in the Borough should be designated during off-peak traffic periods, so not between 7AM
to 9AM and 3PM to 6PM. Vehicles should be restricted from delivering during peak periods. The Borough
should work with local businesses to identify where additional on-street loading zones are needed and to
develop a strategy that would reduce peak hour deliveries.
7.

RESIDENTIAL PERMIT PARKING PROGRAM

7.1

Residential Permits

Figure 13 shows the streets in the Borough with residential permit parking. A residential permit area is
established by a petition of at least 51% of the residents on a block. The need for permit parking was
driven by the overcrowding from the conversion of single family to multi-unit dwellings, and the demand
generated by the CBD and WCU. There are 14 different residential permit parking types and approximately
2,000 residential permit spaces. Below is a list of the time restrictions applied on residential streets for
each of the 14 permit types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permit A: 8AM – 12AM; 5PM – 6AM,
Permit A/B: 8AM – 12AM,
Permit B: 8AM – 12AM; 5PM – 6AM; 6PM – 6AM; 8AM – 4PM,
Area C: 8AM – 4PM,
Area D: 8AM – 5PM,
Area E 8AM – 5PM,
Area F: On-Street/Lot 7,
Area G: 7AM – 3PM,
Area H: 8AM – 12AM,
Area I: 8AM – Midnight,
Area J: 8AM – 5PM,
Area K: 8AM – 12AM, and
Area L/M/N: Qualify for parking.
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Figure 13 – Residential Permit Parking Street Map
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There are a number of different reasons why there are so many different time restrictions associated with
each of the residential permit parking areas. These restrictions were developed through the piecemeal
way that residential permit parking is administered. Per zoning policy, it requires a petition from local
residents and an analysis by the Borough Parking Department. It is suggested that the implementation of
a residential permit parking area continue to be based on both the desire by residents and the parking
demand.
The variety of parking time restrictions can be very confusing for users. It makes it difficult for both
residents and visitors to know where they are permitted to park. It is suggested that a more simplified
system is developed. This would include reducing the number of residential permit areas (i.e. 5 to 7 zones)
and creating more uniform time periods between the residential permit parking areas. Some of the
residential streets in Area ‘B’ allow unrestricted on-street parking during the day (i.e. 6am to 5pm), which
provides employees and visitors to the CBD the opportunity to park on-street when the parking demand
for residents is lowest. This offers a great opportunity for shared parking. During Community Meetings
there did not seem to be any interest in eliminating this practice.
It is suggested that meters are installed on residential streets adjacent to businesses, parks, the public
library, or other major destinations located on or adjacent to a residential street in the Borough that are
dependent on public parking. Public parking should be permitted between 8AM and 5PM. Residents on
these streets would be allowed to park at the meters for free. A specific residential permit designation
would be needed for each residential permitted street with metered parking. Residents without that
specific residential permit designation would be required to pay the meter. This practice is currently
applied on streets adjacent to the CBD in resident permit parking areas B, F, and J.
Decreasing the number of residential permit parking area designations, will reduce confusion and improve
enforcement. Also, condensing the number of residential permit areas reduces parking restrictions and
allows for more shared parking, which effectively increases the parking capacity of the neighborhood
parking system. However, the permit parking areas within a 2-block radius of the CBD and WCU should
have a specific type of parking permit to prevent residents from parking in these areas when visiting the
CBD.
Parking occupancy observations of the residential permit parking areas were performed on Tuesday, April
26, 2016 between 10:00PM and 11:30PM. Figure 14 shows the approximate occupancy level during the
late evening on most streets in West Chester. Based on observations, it was determined that most of the
residential streets between the CBD and WCU are fully occupied. This lack of residential on-street parking
is not a surprise when there are 2,000 residential permit spaces, but a total of 5,168 permits are issued
between residential (2,867 permits) and guest (2,302 permits) permits. The lack of parking available on
residential streets was another major issue identified by stakeholder and community meetings.
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Figure 14 – Residential Parking Observed Evening (10:00PM to 11:30PM) Occupancy
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The residential permit policies are as follows:
•
•
•

A residential permit is $8 for the year and is prorated based on when it is purchased,
Valid Pennsylvania vehicle registration with the resident listed, and
Two current proofs of residency in the Borough with the resident’s name.

The policies are fairly strict in allowing a person to obtain a residential permit, but there are no policies in
place to limit the number of permits issued to residents. Also, the price for a permit is very low. In order
to reduce the number of residential permits issued the following strategies are recommended:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limit the number of permits issued per residence to three permits (current policy in Area E is two
permit limit),
Only offer two residential permits to residents with off-street parking at their home,
Increase the cost of residential permits (i.e. $15 per year),
Place a premium price on a 2nd permit (i.e. $15 for 1st permit and $30 for 2nd permit),
Any oversized vehicle (i.e. RV’s, trailers, buses, trucker over 10,000 lbs., buses, and stretch limos)
would have to purchase a special permit that would count as two permits and have a surcharge
(i.e. $30 per year), and
Modify Zoning Ordinance to allow construction of off-street parking at residences.

The increase in the residential permit should at least support the cost of the program. These strategies
are intended to reduce the number of permits issued and make residential on-street parking more readily
available, which will reduce the over utilization of parking on residential streets and user frustration.
7.2

Evening/Weekend Discounted Parking

The parking garages had substantial parking capacity available during the weekday evenings and
weekends. In order to help reduce parking pressure in the residential areas and to offer a discounted
parking option for employees in the CBD, it is suggested that weekday evening (between 5PM and 9AM)
and weekend (all day Saturday and Sunday) discounted parking is offered in the Chestnut, Bicentennial,
and Sharpless Street garages. Currently, a discounted evening parking rate of $5.00 is offered in the
Bicentennial and Chestnut Street Garages on Saturday after 5PM. It is suggested that this evening rate is
offered every day of the week in the Chestnut, Bicentennial, and Sharpless Street Garages. The flat rate
would only apply between 5PM and 8AM. If a vehicle did exit after 8AM the next day they would have to
pay for the additional time, plus the $5 flat rate. In order to effectively enforce this type of evening flat
rate payment would be required upon exiting.
It is suggested that the Borough reach out to local restaurants/bars to determine the best time to begin
the evening parking rate to effectively match their employees shift times. It may be necessary to have the
evening rate begin at 4PM or 3PM, depending on when the majority of CBD employees begin their evening
shift.
7.3

Guest Residential Permits

Residents and Parking Department staff have expressed concern that the guest residential permits are
being abused. This contributes to the lack of residential on-street parking available. As stated earlier a
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total of 5,168 permits are issued for approximately 2,000 residential on-street permit spaces, which
includes 2,302 guest permits. The current residential guest permit policies are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Permits are currently sold for $4 each to residents living in permit areas,
Single family homes/apartments are permitted 2 per dwelling,
Rooming houses are permitted 1 per rented room,
Valid for one year but rendered invalid when used for more than four consecutive days, and
Must park within 2 blocks of registered address.

The major opportunity for abuse is that a vehicle needs to park five continuous days for the guest permit
to become expired. Therefore, a vehicle could park four continuous days and then park off-street for one
day and continue to repeat this all year without the guest permit ever expiring.
In order to eliminate guest permit abuse, it is suggested that a limited number of guest permits continue
to be offered for each residence (i.e. two permits per household), the guest permit rate be increased (i.e.
$20 per year), and that the number of uses per permit are limited (i.e. 40 days per year). Allowing permits
to be used four consecutive days throughout the year should be eliminated. If a household needs more
than 80 guest permit days per year (i.e. 2 permits with 40 days each) they should pay a premium fee for
an additional guest parking permit (i.e. $15 per week). If a person is having a party or special event where
more than two guests are attending, they would have to contact the Borough Parking Services department
to make a special request.
Based on feedback during community meetings, residents prefer a hangtag guest permit system where a
resident plays a flat fee and can use the permit on an as needed basis, as opposed to single-day permits.
In order to effectively manage and enforce a hangtag residential guest permit system, it is suggested that
an RFID tag reader solution is implemented.
Finally, one of the guest permit policies requires a guest to park within a two-block radius of the registered
address, which may be difficult at times due to high demand for these spaces. It is suggested that the twoblock radius requirement be eliminated, as it could place an unachievable limitation on guests forcing
them to possibly park outside of the two-block radius and get a parking ticket.
7.4

Permit Parking Sale Procedures

There are currently two major issues with the sale of parking permits, including: (1) overwhelming initial
permit demand that creates rushed service and (2) poor timing regarding the sale of commuter student
permits (area C).
The residential and guest parking permits renew on September 1st every year for most permits, except for
Lot 3 which is sold in July and valid for August. Permits can be purchased online or in-person from the
Parking Services department. On the first working day of August the initial permit sales for all areas are
offered, except Lot 3, to be valid beginning in September. Permits for all areas will also be sold on
Saturdays throughout the months of August and September, except labor-day weekend.
More than 6,000 permits were sold in 2016, which includes residential, business, guest, and parking lot
permits. The majority of the permits are sold for areas A and B. The Parking Services department has
difficulty approving all initial applications in a timely manner, which places a heavy stress on staff and
frustrates residents due to long application wait times. It is suggested that the renewal period for
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residential permits be staggered. The Parking Services department should determine how many permits
they can adequately process in a timely manner over a one-month period and divide the residential permit
areas up based on this analysis.
Commuter student permits for area C currently start on September 1st every year, but school begins in
August. This creates an issue with students who did not have a student commuter permit from the
previous year, as they could be ticketed for parking in area C. If area C is not eliminated and meters are
installed on these streets, it is suggested that the permits for area C begin on August 1st and sale for
permits should begin no later than July. Also, the majority of the students live in residential areas A, B and
N, so it is suggested that these residential permits are valid for August and that sales begin no later than
July.
A smooth transition is needed where the permits should expire in July and begin in August for the next
cycle of residential permit sales (i.e. 2018).
7.5

Business Permits

Business permits are sold to contracted service providers working in a residential area at the same rate as
a residential permit ($8 per year). This is exceptionally discounted compared to the rate of purchasing
monthly parking in the CBD. It is suggested that the rate of a business permit is increased to $50 per year,
which is still a substantial cost savings compared to paying $75 or $80 per month in the Bicentennial and
Chestnut garages, respectively.
7.6

Warehousing of Vehicles on Residential Streets

Warehousing of vehicles is an issue with residents living north of the CBD, where there are no on-street
restrictions. It is suggested that residents complaining about the warehousing of vehicles on their streets
are encouraged to establish a residential permit parking area with the assistance of the Parking Services
department. For areas where residential parking is not as strained (i.e. north end of Borough), the
residential parking restricted time period should only extend between 10PM and 12AM, simply to help
eliminate warehousing and place limited restrictions on residents and their guests. Residents parking onstreet during the time restricted period would be required to purchase a residential permit and a guest
permit, similar to other areas in the Borough. Extending the residential permit parking area would require
additional enforcement by Parking Services and may potentially push the issue of vehicles being
warehoused to the next block over.
7.7

Residential Off-Street Parking Regulations

In Articles IV, V, and VI of the Borough Zoning Code there are defined open space restrictions in efforts to
conserve green space. These requirements can place limitations on the number of off-street spaces
permitted on residential properties, which reduces the number of parking options and pushes residents
to rely on on-street parking. It is suggested that the open-space restrictions are modified for single-family
residences to allow open space variances for the construction of off-street parking when permeable
pavement is used. Permeable pavement allows rainwater to more easily seep into the groundwater, which
is considered a wastewater management best practice. This variance should apply primarily to Articles V
and VI which encompass moderate to high-density residential areas.
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8.

WAYFINDING SIGNAGE

Wayfinding, a system of signage which guides individuals unfamiliar with an area from the arterial
roadways accessing that area to public parking facilities, is a key component of a successful parking system
and a transportation demand management program.
Customers and visitors, those users most in need of assistance when entering unfamiliar territory, come
to a destination to patronize a particular business, institution or event; parking is an ancillary activity. As
such, these individuals will typically drive to their intended destination and then begin their search for
available parking; this is one of the reasons that having available curbside parking is so critical to the
success of a downtown. A first-time visitor will typically seek parking within line-of-sight of their
destination to assure they can find their way there and back.
If a first-time visitor has to perform an extensive search for available parking, due to overuse or simple
difficulty in identifying where they can legally park, their overriding first impression will be of a downtown
lacking adequate parking and difficult to navigate. This will color their experience thereafter and inform
their evaluation of the area when speaking to others. An effective wayfinding program prevents this by
guiding visitors close to their destination, identifying locations where they can park, and clearly stating
the rules for use (i.e. rates, hours of operation, authorized length of stay, etc.). Superior systems also
provide wayfinding which directs the visitor, once they’ve exited their vehicle in the parking facility, to
their destination on foot and eventually back to the facility they parked.
Wayfinding is also key to transportation demand management as it provides a system for guiding drivers
to their destination in the most expedient fashion, thereby reducing emissions, and will allow the designer
to direct them along streets away from pedestrian travel routes, improving safety. Additionally, good
signage reduces the number of vehicles on the road at a given time, as fewer drivers are circling particular
destinations, looking for an available space.
There are four general kinds of wayfinding signage: trailblazing, identification, informational and
geolocation.
Trailblazing
Trailblazing signage assists drivers coming into a central business district along the most efficient
route to common destinations. Trailblazing signage is typically posted at major intersections and
other decision points to direct drivers from point to point until they arrive in the area they are
seeking.
Identification
Identification signage assists drivers and pedestrians to locate an available parking facility once the
trailblazing signage has delivered them to their destination area.
Informational
Informational signage provides approaching drivers with the details regarding the facility’s
operation, such as hours of operation, rates, policies, procedures and the like. This signage is
typically installed on the exterior façade of the facility or within it.
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Geolocation
Geolocation signage is focused on the user after they exit their vehicle and are proceeding on foot
to their final destination. It is the last link in the wayfinding chain that delivers a first-time visitor
from the parking to the door of the business or institution they’ve come to patronize. This signage
can help connect local businesses and institutions with the public parking system.
8.1

Existing Conditions

On street signage in the CBD area of the Borough contains trailblazing, identification, and informational
signs for parking and major destinations such as the Courthouse, Justice Center, Historical society,
Chamber of Commerce, and WCU. Exhibits 4 and 5 show examples of the existing wayfinding signage in
the CBD. The trailblazing signs to the important locations are clearly visible, however the identification
signs for parking are small, and some are visually obstructed by objects such as trees. Exterior signage for
the parking garages is especially small which makes it difficult for people to identify the garages. Signage
is not reflective which can make it difficult to see at night. The current placement of the signs adequately
directs drivers to parking areas, as can be seen in Figure 15. However, in some locations there is too much
signage which can confuse a driver, as shown in Exhibit 6 which is a picture heading westbound on Gay
Street.
Exhibit 4 – Trailblazing Signage
for Major Destination

Exhibit 5 – Informational
Signage for Parking

There is adequate parking signage
placed along the major streets (i.e.
Market, Church, and High) that
provide access into the CBD.
However, the parking signs do not
inform the driver what parking
facilities are most convenient for the
major destinations in the CBD.
The wayfinding signage directing
drivers to some of the major
destinations in the CBD are well
placed, but provide no parking
information. There is also no signage
placed outside of the major
destinations to help a driver identify
their location. It is important that the
wayfinding signage for both parking
and major destinations in the CBD be
well coordinated.

Another major issue is that the parking on the exterior of the parking garages is not easily visible causing
people to miss the garages even with all the wayfinding signage. Attractive, large signs and marketing
materials should be posted around the garages to attract patrons. It is not enough to simply place a small
parking sign at the access points of the garages in the CBD.
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Figure 15 – Existing Wayfinding Signage

Note: Colored dots on map show where existing wayfinding signage is located in the CBD and the types of
wayfinding signs are shown below the map.
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Exhibit 6 – Excessive Wayfinding Signage along Gay Street, East of High Street

8.2

Recommendations

It is suggested that consistent signage with the same look and feel is placed outside all major destinations
identified in the trailblazing signage. The trailblazing parking signage should identify where to park for
each major destination. However, the parking signage should continue to inform drivers that the facility
is public parking. Parking signage could also be incorporated into trailblazing signs.
The identification signs that are currently in place for the parking facilities are also quite small in relation
to the signs directing drivers to some of the major destinations in the CBD. This makes it easy to miss the
parking sign. It is suggested that the parking signs are larger, are reflective, and that any visual
obstructions are removed. Especially for the Chestnut and Bicentennial garages larger exterior signage is
needed to help drivers identify their location.
In addition to improved signage on the exterior of the Garages, marketing signage should also be posted
to attract parkers. This may include informational signage promoting one-hour free parking, discounted
evening parking, or parking validation opportunities.
Real-time parking availability signage should be implemented Exhibit 7 – Parking Availability Signage
outside of the Bicentennial and Chestnut garages to inform
drivers of the number of spaces available in each facility.
Exhibit 7 shows an example of this type of technology. Sensors
should be installed at the access points of the garages to
determine the number of spaces available. This would help set
people’s expectations of how easy it will be to find parking,
which will reduce user frustration. Also, the parking availability info can be incorporated into dynamic
wayfinding signage along the streets, which would let drivers know how many spaces are available in each
direction. At the very least signage should be posted at the access points when a parking garage is full.
A per space parking availability system in the garages would be too costly and unnecessary since both
garages are a simple helix ramp system where a driver is forced to pass every space in the facility to find
an open space. Instead, the number of spaces should be identified based on the number of vehicles
entering and exiting each facility.
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9.

EVENT MANAGEMENT

There are approximately eight major events, including the Christmas Parade, and a number of smaller
events like Swinging Summer Thursdays hosted in the CBD area of the Borough. Each of these events
presents parking and transportation challenges, which could be eased through a number of strategies. It
should be the goal of the Parking Services department to promote off-site parking, effectively
communicate changes to the parking and transportation system, develop a uniform procedure for selling
event parking, and communicating with other appropriate departments and organizations. Below is a list
of recommendations to help improve parking and transportation conditions during events:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide off-site parking with a discounted rate and shuttle service to and from WCU parking
facilities (i.e. New Street and Sharpless Street Garages),
Identify a central location for shuttle drop-off/pick-up, define a shuttle schedule, and provide a
clear path for shuttle circulation (i.e. street designated for exclusive shuttle use),
Post information on the Borough website and any event promotional literature regarding any
street closings, parking accommodations, shuttle services, and hours of operation,
A flat fee should be charged in the parking garages in the CBD (i.e. $5),
Develop a consistent “group parking rate” in the garages to avoid any favoritism or negotiating
issues between different events,
Provide adequate signage showing street closures, vehicular and pedestrian wayfinding, and
convenient parking locations,
Provide on-site traffic and parking management staff, and
The appropriate departments (i.e. Borough Parking Department, Police Department, and
Department of Public Works) should coordinate and develop a parking and transportation
management plan before large events that is championed by the Borough Manager.

A shuttle may be costly and should only be implemented if there is simply inadequate parking and poor
traffic conditions during events. On-street parking may need to be displaced to support a drop-off/pickup area for the shuttle in the CBD. These recommendations will require coordination between the
Borough Parking Services department, WCU, a shuttle service, the Police Department, and the
Department of Public Works.
There has been discussion of closing Gay Street on Saturdays to host the Farmers Market. Currently, the
Farmers Market uses Lot 10. However, Lot 10 may become displaced by development and/or a public
parking facility. It is suggested that the Farmers Market is located on Gay Street and that the street is
closed to vehicular traffic during the Farmers Market. This will not impact parking revenue since on-street
parking along Gay Street is free on Saturdays before 5:30PM. It actually may boost revenues by attracting
more people Downtown who would potentially use the garages.
10.

ZONING REQUIREMENTS

Zoning ordinances can dictate parking requirements, which impacts the opportunities for economic
development, building density, walkability, and how parking is provided in a community. If parking is
required for every development, it creates a more suburban landscape where free parking is provided on
site for patrons by developers, which can lead to a more car-centric and less walkable community.
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The CBD is a very walkable and dense environment where people rely on pay public parking facilities and
on-street parking. This type of dynamic promotes walking and the use of alternative modes of
transportation. However, it places the responsibility of providing parking on the municipality or private
parking operators, instead of developers. The communities and areas outside the Borough are unlike the
CBD area. Elsewhere free parking is provided on-site and constructed by the developer/owner. It is
essential that the future zoning parking policies match the goals of the community so not to deter
economic development, but to also ensure that adequate parking is provided.
10.1 Existing Zoning Requirements for Parking
Table 8 summarizes the minimum parking requirements for various housing types within the Borough,
per the Borough of West Chester Zoning Code Parking Regulations Ordinance. The residential parking
requirements range between 1.0 to 2.5 spaces per dwelling unit.
Table 9 summarizes the minimum parking requirements for commercial land uses, per West Chester’s
zoning code. Several of these land uses offer a reduced parking minimum if the property is located in the
Borough’s Retail Overlay District (ROD) or the Town Center (TC) District, allowing developers to increase
the density of retail and commercial services in the CBD while reducing the developments construction
cost.
Table 8 – West Chester Parking Minimum Requirements for Residential Land Uses
Land use
Single-family dwelling unit
Two-family dwelling unit
Student Home
Apartment with < 20 dwelling units
Apartment with > 20 dwelling units
1 bedroom unit
2 bedroom unit
3 bedroom unit
4+ bedroom unit

Regualtion
2 spaces per unit
2 spaces per unit
1 space per unit; maximum of 4
2 spaces per unit
1.55 spaces per unit
1.9 spaces per unit
2.2 spaces per unit
2.5 spaces per unit
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Table 9 – West Chester Parking Minimum Requirements for Commercial Land Uses
Regualtions
TC District within ROD
Other District
Retail, shops, supermarkets
1 space per 800 sq ft 1 space per 200 sq ft
Personal Services
1 space per 500 sq ft 1 space per 100 sq ft
Restaurants, Taverns, Cafes
1 space per 500 sq ft 1 space per 100 sq ft
Fast-Food Restaurants
1 space per 50 sq ft
Self-Service Laundromats
1 space per 50 sq ft
Automobile service and repair
6 spaces per 200 sq ft
Automobile sale store
3 space per 100 sq ft
Health Care Services
1 space per 250 sq ft
1 space per 100 sq ft
Funeral Homes
3 space per 50 sq ft
Shopping Centers (25,000-400,000)
6 spaces per 1,000 sq ft
Shopping Centers (400,000-600,000)
4.5 spaces per 1,000 sq ft
Shopping Centers (600,000 + )
7 spaces per 1,000 sq ft
Hotels/Motels
.5 space per room
1.2 spaces per room
Movie Theatres
1 space for every 6 seats
1 space for every 3 seats
Land use

TC District
1 space per 400 sq ft
1 space per 250 sq ft
1 space per 250 sq ft

Figure 16 shows the boundaries of the ROD and other districts in the Borough. Half as much parking is
required in the TC and a quarter of the parking is required in the ROD for retail developments compared
to other districts in the Borough. Reduced parking requirements in the ROD and TC district’s help make it
more financially attractive to develop in these areas. There are no parking requirements for rehab projects
of pre-existing buildings in the TC, only new construction projects. Being aware of the Borough’s minimum
parking requirements provides a better understanding of the existing development patterns and can
inform the process for creating policies to improve the requirements.
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Figure 16 – West Chester Zoning Overlay Map

Note: Red lines shows existing Zoning District Boundary and purple lines show the Retail Overlay District
Source: West Chester Borough

10.2 Zoning Requirements for Parking and Case Studies
The current Borough Zoning Code defines allowable parking reductions for mixed-use developments with
shared parking and has an established zoning overlay district with reduced parking minimum
requirements. These are best practice strategies to help limit the amount of parking needed for a
development and support density in the Borough. However, there are a number of other best practice
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strategies available to support a dense and pedestrian-friendly community that promotes alternative
modes of transportation and helps to spur economic development by reducing the restraints of providing
parking, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parking maximums (i.e. no more than 1 space per residential unit),
Eliminating parking requirements and enacting a form based code (eliminates parking
requirement and places the decision of providing parking on the developer),
Parking variances for providing on-site bike parking,
Parking variances for developments within a reasonable walking distance to a transit stop (i.e. half
a mile),
Parking variances for developments with a defined Transportation Demand Management
program,
Variance for In-Lieu of parking fees (i.e. $15,000 fee per 1 space variance),
Unbundled parking fee policy for residential and office projects, and
Parking variances for properties with an established shared parking agreement.

DESMAN has researched several case studies of these best parking policy practices and summarized them
below.
Eliminating Parking Requirements through form based code. In 2013 Buffalo, New York enacted a new
Unified Development Ordinance (UDO) which adopted form based code principles. Referred to as the
Buffalo Green Code, it consists of a series of neighborhood, district, and corridor “zones” which guide the
form, character, and development pattern of each area, as opposed to regulating their use and density.
One major element of the code is that it eliminates parking minimums, and instead allows the market to
respond to resident’s transportation preferences and demand patterns.
A similar example of this can be seen in Miami, Florida when the City passed Miami 21, a form based
zoning code which waived parking minimum requirements for newly constructed buildings downtown.
The program became so successful that the city passed an amendment in 2015 introducing a similar zoning
code to neighborhoods outside of the downtown area as well.
In-Lieu Parking Fees. Under an In-Lieu parking system, developers have the choice to opt out of providing
parking for a development by paying the city a fee instead. The fee is calculated based on the market value
to construct parking (i.e. $20,000 per space) and the number of spaces not being provided on-site as
required per the local zoning ordinance. This fee typically contributes to the construction, expansion, or
improvement of off-site parking for residents and visitors alike. An example of this can be seen in Coconut
Grove, Florida in which the city allows developers to select one of three options when constructing
housing units: (1) provide—and pay for—off-street parking, (2) contract spaces elsewhere, or (3) pay an
in-lieu fee of $50 per space per month. The city has found that most developers choose to pay the in-lieu
fee. The fee can also be a lump sum fee per space
Parking Maximums. Unlike parking minimums, parking maximums set a limit to the number of parking
spaces which may be constructed on each property. This policy is meant to reduce the amount of parking
in a community to help support economic development, the dependency on vehicles and the transition
to a more multi-modal transportation system. In 2006, San Francisco passed a zoning ordinance to
eliminate their minimum parking requirements for housing in the downtown commercial zoning district
and instead require a parking maximum of one space per unit. The ordinance is supplemented by requiring
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active, pedestrian-oriented uses be built on the buildings ground floor and limiting driveway cuts on
bicycle, transit, and pedestrian oriented streets. Due to the ordinance’s success, parking maximums were
also implemented in several of San Francisco’s neighborhoods when the Market and Octavia
Neighborhood Plan was adopted in 2008. Overall, these ordinances have been well received by residents,
as well as developers who are now able to build the parking residents need, and not spend money on
unnecessary parking.
Similarly, the city of Portland provides developers with “entitlements”, which represent the total number
of parking spaces which can be built on each property. Entitlements represent a parking maximum for
developers, however they can also be transferred or sold to other property owners if they are unused,
thus incentivizing new developments to not provide excess parking and instead sell their entitlements for
additional revenue. Since this program has been in place, the city has experienced reduced traffic
congestion, increased use of alternative transportation, and decreased construction costs.
Unbundled Parking. When an incoming resident looks to buy or rent a unit, parking is typically “bundled”
(or included) in the unit’s price. Accordingly, unbundled parking refers to separating the cost of the parking
space from the cost of the dwelling unit. One example of this can be seen in a parking zoning ordinance
passed by the City of San Jose, California. The ordinances states that “the total on-site off-street parking
spaces required for a project containing at least fifty multi-family attached units may be unbundled”. This
has decreased the cost of the unit for car-free residents who are no longer forced to pay for a space they
would otherwise not use. Evidence of this reduced demand led city officials to add unbundled parking to
the menu of possible Transportation Demand Management (TDM) incentive measures that a developer
is able to select, allowing them to reduce a developments parking supply by up to 50%.
TDM Program. Park Merced is an apartment complex in San Francisco California that has partnered with
Uber to encourage residents to live car-free. Along with providing information on the benefits of car-free
living on their website, new residents who don’t own cars are offered a $100 monthly credit added to
their Uber account. Although this program is not a part of the city’s zoning ordinance, it serves as an
example of ways in which developers can reduce the number of parking spaces constructed without city
guidelines and regulations.
10.3 Parking Requirements Benchmark Analysis
In addition to further examining West Chester’s parking minimum requirements and zoning specifications,
DESMAN completed a benchmarking analysis of the parking regulations and zoning policies for five cities.
The five cities selected include: Ithaca, NY; Worcester, MA; Oxford, OH; New Bedford, MA; and Burlington,
VT. These cities were chosen based on their population size, geographic location, neighborhood character
and the presence of a higher educational institution. Table 10 summarizes the minimum/maximum
parking requirements for both commercial and residential land uses in each of the benchmark cities. A
parking maximum limits the number of parking spaces that can be constructed for a development, while
a parking minimum states the minimum number of spaces that must be provided for a development.
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Table 10 – Benchmarked Cities Minimum/Maximum Parking Requirements
Ithaca, NY (maximum )

Worcester, MA

Oxford, OH

New Bedford, MA

net assignable floor area unless
otherwise specified

gross floor space unless
otherwise specified

usable floor area unless otherwise
specified

gross floor space unless
otherwise specified

Neighborhood District

Shared Use District

Downtown District

Commercial Land Uses
Retail
Wholesale/Industrial

1 space x 500 sqft
1 space x 2 employees

1 space x 300 sqft
1 space x 1,000 sqft

1 x 200-400 sqft
1 space x 1,500 sqft

3 spaces x 1,000 sqft
1.3 spaces x 1,000 sqft

2 space x 1,000 sqft
1 space x 1,000 sqft

none
1 space x 1,000 sqft

Educational Institution

1 space x two employees

10 spaces x classroom

1 space x employee

7 spaces x classroom

5 spaces x classroom

2 spaces x classroom

Auditorium or theater

1 space x 5 seats

.25 spaces x person
accommodated

1 space x 300 sqft
2 x each 3 employees
2 x employee plus 1 x four
students potentially
enrolled

1 space x 5 seats

1 space x 4 seats

1 space x 4 seats

none

2 spaces x 8 seats

Restaurant

1 space x 50 sqft

.5 spaces x seat

1 space x 150 sqft

Bar/Tavern/Nightclub
Bowling Ally

1 space x 50 sqft
2 spaces x lane

.5 spaces x person
-

Church/Funeral Home

1 space x seats

1 space x 250 sqft

Fitness center

1 space x 5 persons, at
peak use

1 space x 350 sqft

Hospital

1 space x 5 patient beds

3 spaces x treatment
room

1 space x 150 sqft
5 spaces x alley
1 space x 100 sqft, plus 1
space per employee at
peak shift
1 space x 100 sqft, plus 1
space per employee at
peak shift
1 x two beds; plus 1 for
each employee based on
largest shift
4 spaces x 400 sqft
-

Office
Bus/Rail Station

1 space x 250 sqft
-

Medical/dental

1 space x 250 sqft

Residential Lan Uses
Single Household
2-3 Family Household
Multi-family (3+)
Dormitory
Fraternity/Sorority
Hotel/Motel

1 space x 300 sqft
1 space x 750 sqft
4 spaces x treatment
room

Burlington, VT
gross floor space unless otherwise specified

1 space x employee
(minimum of 5 spaces)
1 space x employee
1 space x 200 sqft

4 spaces x 1,000 sqft

3 spaces x 1,000 sqft

1 spaces x 1,000 sqft

4 spaces x 1,000 sqft
3 spaces x 1,000 sqft

3 spaces x 1,000 sqft
2 spaces x 1,000 sqft

none
1 spaces x 1,000 sqft

1 spaces x five seats

1 space x four seats

1 space x four seats

1 space x four seats

1 space x 200 sqft

3 spaces x 1,000 sqft

2 spaces x 1,000 sqft

1 spaces x 1,000 sqft

1 space x 3 beds

2 spaces x patient bed

2 spaces x patient bed

2 spaces x patient bed

1 space per 200 sqft
1 space x 200 sqft

2 spaces x 1,000 sqft
3 spaces x 1,000 sqft
1 x 200 gfa of public
waiting space

2 spaces x 1,000 sqft
2 spaces x 1,000 sqft
1 x 200 gfa of public
waiting space

2 spaces x 1,000 sqft
1 spaces x 1,000 sqft

2 spaces x three employees

1 space x 200 sqft

none

2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit
2.5 spaces x unit

2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit

2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit

2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit

2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit

1 space x 3 bedrooms
1 space x 3 bedrooms
1 space x 3 bedrooms

2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit
2 spaces x unit

1 space x 4 person housed

.33 x unit

1 space per unit

-

1 space x unit

1 space x unit

1 space x unit

1 per 2 persons housed

-

2 spaces x 5 beds

1 space x unit

1 space x unit

1 space x unit

1space x guest room

1 space x unit

1 space x guest room

1 space per employee
per shift

1 space x unit

.75 spaces x unit

.75 spaces x unit
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As shown in Table 10, most of the benchmark cities require 2 parking spaces for each residential unit
whether it is a single family or multi-family property, which is in-line with West Chester. However, Ithaca,
NY requires only 1 space per 3 bedrooms. For a dormitory/student housing property the parking
requirement reduces to 1 space per unit in Oxford and Burlington, 1 space per 3 units in Worcester, and
1 space per 4 persons housed in Ithaca. West Chester’s student housing parking requirement aligns with
Oxford and Burlington. The retail parking requirements for the benchmark cities range between zero
spaces (Burlington – Downtown District) and 1 space per 200 sq. ft. (New Bedford). The West Chester
parking requirement for retail outside of the TC is on the high end of the spectrum and on the lower end
of the spectrum within the ROD.
Like West Chester Borough, each of the examined cities included some type of parking overlay or reduced
parking minimum requirement in their downtown area. Below is a brief summary of each:
•

Ithaca, NY. A temporary moratorium on certain new construction within the Collegetown Parking
Overlay Zone was established in October of 2007 for a period of eighteen months. Subsequently,
Ithaca adopted a parking maximum policy to limit the number of parking spaces constructed.

•

Worcester, MA. Worcester includes three parking subareas: the Downtown Subarea, the
Shrewbury Street Subarea, and the Canal District Subarea; each of which receives a reduction in
parking requirements for developments.

•

Oxford, OH. Although Oxford does not have an overlay district for their downtown, residential
areas in the R-3 district may receive reduced parking requirements if the building is less than 2,000
feet from a transit stop; if there are bike shelters that store more than 10 bikes; if the facility is
greater than 2,000 feet from the MU campus.

•

New Bedford, MA. New Bedford has a Business Overlay District in which a reduction in the parking
requirements for commercial uses of pre-existing or new structures can be obtained through a
special use permit. New Bedford is also in the process of establishing a Form-Based code, which
would alter their existing parking requirements.

•

Burlington, VT. Burlington created three primary parking Districts, each of which have different
parking requirements based on their land uses. These include (1) a Neighborhood Parking District,
(2) a Shared Use Parking District, and (3) a Downtown Parking District. The various parking
minimum requirements for each are specified in Table 10.

Ithaca is the only City with a parking maximum policy where they limit the number of parking spaces
permitted to be constructed. They also have fairly low parking maximums to reduce the number of spaces
and help promote alternative modes of transportation. Most of the benchmark cities only allow parking
reductions in downtown/CBD areas, which is consistent with the Borough.
This discussion was meant to show what strategies can be incorporated into the Borough’s Zoning to help
reduce parking requirements for future developments and to support other modes of transportation. It
also shows the parking requirements and parking policies of other peer cities. No specific changes to the
Borough’s Zoning are suggested as a comprehensive parking zoning study should be conducted to
determine the ideal parking requirements and policies that meet the goals and needs of the Borough.
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10.4 Future Development Zoning Policies
There are a number of districts in West Chester which are generating serious development interest,
including the CS, MU, and ID districts. Figure 17 presents a map of each district and the projected
development program based on Borough staff estimates. The main question for the Borough is whether
they should provide public parking in these areas, or require the developer to provide parking for each
project.
Figure 17 – Map of CS, MU, and ID Districts

CS District
250 Residential Units
250K S.F. Retail/Office

MU District
100 Residential Units

ID District
300 Residential Units
100K S.F. Retail/Office
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Table 11 provides the results of a future parking demand analysis and the projected development
programming in the CS, MU and ID districts. This analysis is based on the methodology and parking
demand factors in ULI Shared Parking, 2nd Edition. As shown in Table 11, there is a potential need for a
substantial amount of parking in the CS and ID districts. It could cost the Borough upwards of
approximately $20 million and $13 million to construct parking in the CS and ID districts, respectively. This
assumes that all parking is provided in a structured facility and there is an average construction cost of
$18,000 per space. The cost of parking could be substantially less if it is provided in surface lots (i.e. $5,000
per space) and not garages (i.e. $18,000 per space). Either way, it would be a large investment and
endeavor for the Borough to fund parking in these areas and for the Borough Parking Department to
manage this additional parking.
Table 11 – Future Parking Demand Analysis of CS, MU and ID Districts
Peak Parking Demand (2)
Land Use
Residential
Retail
Restaurant
Office

Size (1)
250 units
50,000 s.f.
62,500 s.f.
137,500 s.f.

MU

Residential

100 units

ID

Residential
Retail
Restaurant
Office

300 units
20,000 s.f.
25,000 s.f.
55,000 s.f.

Districts

CS

1

Weekday
10:00 AM

Weekend
12:00 PM

962

1,098

165

165

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

679

713

Assumed 20% Retail, 25% Restaurant, and 55% Office in CS and ID Districts

2

Peak parking demand based on shared parking analysis from ULI Shared
Parking 2nd Edition

Table 12 provides a pros and cons assessment of the Borough providing public parking or requiring
developers to construct parking. The Borough providing pay public parking would be a financial risk,
require additional management, and would be difficult in districts where free on-site parking is already
provided. However, the Borough can reduce parking requirements which would help spur economic
development and would support an environmentally-friendly and walkable community. The Borough
providing pay public parking and reducing or eliminating parking requirements for developers creates a
more attractive economic development scenario. If a developer provides free, on-site parking it creates a
more car-centric and less walkable environment that does not support alternative modes of
transportation. Any decision by the Borough to provide on-site public parking should coincide with more
progressive parking zoning policies, similar to policies in the TC and ROD.
The decision by the Borough to provide on-site parking should also depend on the demand for
development in these areas. If there is high demand for development there may be no need by the
Borough to provide parking to help spur economic development.
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Table 12 – Pros/Cons of Borough or Developer Providing Parking
Options
Borough Provides
Parking

Developers Provide
Parking

Pros

Cons

- Spur Community Development
- Shared Parking Strategy
- Promote Alternative Modes of
Transportation

- Financial Risk
- Additional Management
Effort
- Businesses Currently
Have Private Parking

- Eliminate Financial Risk
- Implement Zoning Policies to
Promote Alternative Modes of
Transportation

- Reduces Developers
Interest / Profitability
- Parking Potentially is
Over Developed
- Does Not Support
Alternative Modes of
Transportation

10.5 Parking Financing
Since the price of constructing a parking structure requires significant upfront costs, municipalities often
look to alternative funding resources and financial mechanisms to complete these projects. Table 13
summarizes some of the more common financial strategies used to fund parking structures, as well as the
associated advantages and disadvantages of each. The major financing options are general obligation
bonds, revenue bonds, tax increment financing (TIF), parking benefits district, and business improvement
district (BID) or special service areas (SSA).
A parking authority and parking enterprise fund deal more with the financial organizational structure of
the parking system and how it is managed. Municipalities can create a separate public enterprise that
would be responsible for the provision and operation of parking, which would be known as the parking
authority. Many municipalities implement a parking enterprise fund that is self-sustaining and is separate
from the general fund.
The financials of the Borough parking system currently run through an enterprise fund. However, the
general fund is used to cover the cost of bond interest, garage maintenance and repairs. These costs
should be sufficiently tracked and the general fund should be reimbursed through the parking enterprise
fund. This would help ensure that the Parking Services Department is considering all costs for budgeting
and planning and that the parking system is operating at a financially sustainable level.
The Borough could also partner with developers to assist in the financing of the parking for a development
or sell/lease parking lots for future development. A public-private partnership may be difficult in the CBD
since there is limited development space and the parking lots owned by the Borough have site constraints.
Site constraints would limit a future development from providing parking for both for its uses and for the
public. However, a public-private partnership may make a lot of sense for future developments in the CS,
MU and ID districts.
It is suggested that a financial analysis is performed to determine the projected net profit/loss and the
most effective financing strategy for any future public parking facility developed by the Borough.
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Table 13 – Summary of Parking Financing Strategies
Strategy

Summary

Advantages

General Obligation
Bonds

Municipality issues bonds which are paid back through
the general fund

Since these bonds are funded by the general
Bonds issued to construct parking facilities for the public
fund, it would come out of public taxes,
are typically tax-exempt, and have a lower interest rate
including those who do not use the garage

Revenue Bonds

Municipality issues bonds which are paid back through
a specific pool of money

In addition to being tax exempt and having a lower
interest rate, theres is a guaranteed source of money
designated to pay back the bond

The municipality needs to show there is
stable demand; risk not being able to pay it
off if the projected revenue is not generated

Tax Increment
Financing (TIF)

TIF funds capture the increased property value
generated by improvements made in a specified area.
The increased property value is used to create a pool of
money which can be used for local improvements, such
as parking

Serves as a reliable source of revenue to support the cost
of constructing and/or improving parking facilities

TIF is dependent on strong economic
conditions-the city may not be able to pay
off the expected debt issued if the property
values do fail to increase

Parking Benefits
Districts

The municipality returns all or some of its parking
revenue raised from parking meters or taxes to the
district, in the form of additional parking facilities or
beautification projects

The users are paying for additional parking supply. By
tying increased parking rates to visible improvements in
the community, the general publics acceptance of
increased rates is improved

Can be complex to set up. Require
businesses, developers, land owners,
residents, and city officials to work together
to agree on appropriate projects

Can serve as a means to more quickly receive funding for
parking projects; does not charge one-time visitors or
infrequent parkers

Require s 'buy-in' from businesses, which
may offer resistance

Business
Levy a tax on commercial properties and business
Improvement Districts
within a defined area. Additional funds are used to
(BID) / Special Service construct or improve public parking facilities
Areas (SSA)

Disadvantages

Parking
Authorities/Utilities

The municipality chooses to create a separate
government entity to provide and operate the
communities parking system.

Functions as a self-supporting entity that is responsible
for all aspects of public parking, with the ability to issue If not already included in city code, their
creation requires enabling legislation at the
their own debt, budget, and governing body. This
independence from municipal government insulates them state level.
from political influences.

Parking Enterprise
Fund

This fund is self-sustaining and separate from the
general fund. Revenue streams can include monthly
leases, permit sales, violation revenues, etc.
Administration is still within the local government.

Allows parking construction, improvements, and
enhancements to be paid for outside of the general fund.

Does not have the capacity to issue bonds
on its own

Public -Private
Partnerships

When a government entity sells (or leases) a portion of
its parking system to a private entity. Several different
types (Long-term Leases, Concession Agreement, DesignBuild, Design-Build-Operate-Manage, etc.)

Reduces the public sectors direct debt burden when
constructing parking facilities while allowing them to
complete a project more quickly and affordably

Public entity has to give up control, and a
portion of its revenue stream. Contracts and
negotiations can be complex and time
consuming.
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11.

PARKING RATE ANALYSIS

Rates have a major impact on how parkers use the parking system. Parking pricing is useful in creating an
even balance of parking occupancy across the system. Best practice is to price the high demand parking
greater and to make the convenient, on-street parking more readily available for visitors. This will reduce
vehicular circulation, traffic and improve user satisfaction. Currently, the on-street parking is more highly
utilized than off-street parking and operates at capacity during peak parking periods. There is no incentive
to park off-street for a visitor to the CBD as the hourly on-street and off-street parking rate is the same
(i.e. $1.50 per hour). It is suggested that the off-street hourly parking rate is less than the on-street rate
to encourage visitors to park off-street and not look for the last available space on-street.
11.1 Parking Rate Benchmark Analysis
In order to help determine a parking rate structure for the entire system, a benchmark analysis was
conducted to determine what other comparable markets are charging for parking. Table 14 shows the
benchmark parking rate analysis of comparable cities, which includes both local and national cities. These
comparable cities were identified from discussions with Borough staff. They were selected based on their
population size, geographic location, neighborhood character and the presence of a higher educational
institution. The analysis includes on-street, hourly, daily, evening, overnight, monthly, residential permits,
and residential visitor permits.
Table 14 – Benchmark Parking Rate Analysis
Off-Street
City

On-Street

Ithaca, NY (1)
Worcester, MA (2)
Oxford, OH

(8)

Hourly

Daily

$0.75 - $1.50

$1

$7 - $15

$1.00

$0.90 - $3

$4 - $12

$0.50

$0.50

Monthly

Evenings

Overnight

$1 - $3

$5

24/7
$85 - $159
$75 - $140

Residential
Permit
Visitor
(per year)
$45
$10 per 10 days
$10

$10 per year

$25

Free
Free

$0.75

$3

$15

$42 - $47

$10

Burlington, VT (4)

$1 - $1.50

$1

$8 - $10

$96

$0

Free

Wilmington, DE (5)

$1

$3

$9 - $12

$95 - $185

$0

Free

$1.50
$1.00
$1.50 - $3.00
$1.17
$1.50

$2
$1 - $2
$8
$2.44
$1 - $1.50

$15
$8 - $12
$20 - $25
$12.63
$6 - $15

$60 - $70
$69 - $90
$115 - $195
$90.06
$65 - $80

$0
$30
$15
$15.00
$8.00

$2 per day
$5 per 15 days
$10 - $15 per mo.
NA
$4.00

New Bedford, MA

(3)

Lancaster, PA (6)
Reading, PA
Harrisburg, PA (7)
Average Rates
West Chester Rates

$5

$3.50
$5.00

$5.00
NA

1

Limit of 8 visitor permits per year which cost $10 and are good for 10 business days

2

Only one visitor permit is issued and can be used for a year but not more than 10 days in a row

3

For Downtown permit parking allows an additional 1 hour at meters in morning.

4

First 2 hours are free in the garages and meters outside the Downtown are only enforced between 7 AM and 6 PM

5

Guest residential permit parking passes are available upon a written request and last 7 days

6

No more than 2 residential parking permits per single family home, no more than 1 per unit for multi-family building, and no more than 5 permits for
an entire multi-family building

6

Guest parking permits are valid for up to 15 days at a rate of $2 per day

7

No limit on the number of guest passes issued, the cost for one day to 7 days is $10 and $15 per month

8

Two visitor permits are provided for the year with residential permit

Based on this analysis, the Borough’s on-street rate is higher than average, and the off-street hourly daily,
evening, monthly, and residential permit rates are lower than average. In most of the benchmark cities
the on-street hourly rate is lower than the off-street hourly rate, which is not aligned with best practices.
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Only in Ithaca, NY and Burlington, VT, which are two progressive cities, are the on-street rates greater
than the off-street rate. Also, in Ithaca, NY; Burlington, VT; and Harrisburg, PA the on-street rate can vary
depending on the area. It is also a best practice for on-street parking pricing to vary based on the demand
of the area.
11.2 Suggested Hourly Rates
After conversations with residents and the business community about the parking rates in the CBD, it was
determined that a graduated rate scale is preferred on-street and that discounted parking should be
provided in the garages (i.e. Bicentennial and Chestnut). The suggested rate structure is intended to
achieve the following goals:
•
•
•
•

Promote turnover on-street,
Provide a discount for short-term parkers,
Incentivize utilization of the garages for long-term parkers, and
Encourage people to visit the TC businesses.

Bicentennial and Chestnut Garages
In order to incentivize use of the garages it is suggested that the first hour is free for transient parkers.
This will help deter vehicles from cruising the CBD in search of the last available on-street space and
instead consider parking in the garages immediately upon entering the CBD. To park for one and half hours
would be $2.25 and each additional half hour would be $0.75 with a daily max of $9.00, which is consistent
with the current rates.
Monthly permits are sold in both garages in the TC. Based on the benchmark analysis, the monthly rates
are low compared to the other comparable cities. The last time the monthly rates in the garages were
increased was in 2012 when the rate was increased $5 per month in each garage. Due to the high demand
for parking permits, the fact the rates are low compared to other comparable cities, and that they have
not been increased since 2012, the monthly rates should be increased to reflect the average rates of the
comparable cities. The rate in the Chestnut Street Garage and Bicentennial Garage should increase from
$80 to $85 and from $75 to $95, respectively. The reason the Bicentennial Garage has a higher rate is due
to greater demand and less supply (i.e. spaces).
Parking Lots
The parking lots in the CBD currently charge $1.50 per hour with a daily max of $15.00. It is suggested that
the existing transient rate structure remain. This rate structure is in line with the on-street meters for
short-term parkers (less than 2-hours), but is less costly for a long-term parker. Thus, a long-term parker
is incentivized for parking off-street in one of the lots in the CBD versus parking on-street.
It is also suggested that the Borough begin to offer and charge hourly/daily pay parking in the Spaz Lot at
a rate of $1.00 per hour with a daily max of $5.00. Pay parking would only be implemented after 5PM on
weekdays and Saturday since County employees use the lot between 8AM and 5PM on weekdays.
The rate for permit parking in the lots should increase from $50 to $60. This suggested rate increase is
reflective of the market for monthly parking in the CBD. The lots can be just as convenient as the garages
and should be priced with only a slight discount since the lots are not covered like the garages.
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On-Street Meters
On-street meters in the TC would have a graduated rate structure, which would increase up to $3.00 per
hour by the third hour. The on-street rate for meters in the South District and University areas would
remain the same as today ($1.50 per hour). Below is the suggested rate structure for the Business District
meters:
•
•
•

1st Hour: $1.00
2nd Hour: $2.00
3rd Hour or greater: $3.00

It is suggested that the 3-hour time restriction on-street in the CBD is eliminated. This time restriction is
difficult to enforce since vehicles can add time easily using the Passport mobile-pay app. The suggested
rate structure (i.e. $3.00 per hour for the 3rd hour or greater) will effectively deter people to not park longterm on-street and help encourage turnover.
Residential, Guest and Business Permits
It was determined that the residential permit rate is low compared to comparable communities. It is
suggested that the residential annual permit rate is increased from $8 to $15, which is the average rate
of the comparable communities. However, this rate should be adjusted, if needed, to cover the costs to
issue and manage the residential parking permit program.
Guest permits are currently only $4 per year, which is low for the comparable communities that charge
for guest parking. Also, the guest permit rate is typically greater that the residential permit rate. As
discussed previously, it is suggested that a guest permit cost $20 per year for 40 days of parking. If a
person needs additional guest parking beyond 80 days per year (i.e. 2 permits with 40 days per year), they
should pay a premium rate of $15 per week.
Business permits are sold to contracted service providers working in a residential area at the same rate as
a residential permit ($8 per year). This is exceptionally discounted compared to the rate of purchasing
monthly parking in the CBD. It is suggested that the rate of a business permit is increased to $50 per year,
which is still a substantial cost savings compared to paying $75 or $80 per month in the Bicentennial and
Chestnut garages, respectively.
Table 15 shows the existing and suggested parking rates in each facility and on-street in the CBD.
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Table 15 – Existing and Suggested Parking Rate Structure in CBD
Existing Rates
Transient
Hourly

ID

Facility

Lot #1

Chestnut Street Garage (3)

$1 - $1.50

Bicentennial Garage (3)

$

Lot #2

Daily

Monthly
Evening

Permit

$

9.00 $

5.00 $ 80.00

1.50 $

9.00 $

5.00 $ 75.00

(1)

Lot #3
300 W. Gay Street Lot
Lot #5
100 S. High St.
Lot #6
Spaz Lot
Lot #7
100 W. Chestnut
Lot #9
200 W. Miner St.
Lot #10 50 W. Chestnut
Lot #11 100 E. Market St.
Greenfield Lot
University/South District On-Street Meters
Business District On-Street Meters 4
Residential Permits
Business Permits

$

1.50 $ 15.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

$

1.50

$
$
$
$
$

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

$

Leased

$
$
8.00 $
$

Permit

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

$ 50.00
$

Suggested Rates
Transient

Annual

8.00

$
$

1

Sell annual permits for $600 based on lottery.

2

Offer evening rate on every day of the week between 5 PM and 8 AM, and not just Saturday evening.

3

1st Hour free in garages

4

$1 - 1st hour, $2 - 2nd hour, $3 - every hour over 3 hours for on-street meters in business district

8.00
8.00

1st Hour

2nd Hour

3+ Hours

Daily

Evenings

Monthly

Annual

Permit

Permit

(2)

Free

$

3.00 $

1.50 $

9.00 $

5.00 $

85.00

Free

$

3.00 $

1.50 $

9.00 $

5.00 $

95.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.50
1.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

1.00 $

1.50
1.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.50
1.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

2.00 $

3.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

15.00
5.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

$
60.00
$
60.00
$15 and $60
$
60.00
$
60.00
$
60.00
$
60.00
$
15.00

$
$

15.00
50.00
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11.3 Revenue Analysis
A financial analysis was conducted to assess the impact of the suggested rate structure on the parking
financials. This analysis is based primarily on the parking revenue generated in 2016 and the percentage
change in the rate.
For the garages we assessed, the amount of revenue generated for every half hour time period for
October and November of 2016 to determine the financial impact of one-hour free parking. It was
determined that offering one-hour free parking would reduce transient revenue by 11% and 20% for the
Chestnut and Bicentennial Garages, respectively.
In analyzing the impact of applying a graduated rate schedule on-street in the TC, we reviewed every
transaction for every street in the TC between September 23, 2017 and October 23, 2017. It was
determined that a graduated rate scale would reduce revenues by approximately 6%. However, this
analysis does not take into account additional revenue generated from any people that may park longer
than 3 hours, which would be at a higher hourly rate ($3.00) than today ($1.50).
As shown in Table 16, there is a projected increase in revenue of approximately $10,000. The revenue
generated from transient parking would decrease by an estimated $185,000, but the permit/monthly
revenue is projected to increase by $195,000.
An additional analysis was conducted to assess the impact of keeping the same rate structure after the
first free hour in the garages. In this scenario, one and half hours of parking would be $0.75 and each
additional half hour would be $0.75, with a daily max of $9.00. As shown in Table 17, this would result in
a decrease in revenue of approximately $284,000.
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Table 16 – Parking Revenue Analysis with Proposed Rate Structure
/
Monthly/
Transient/
Semester Rev
Meter Rev
Parking Facility
Greenfield Lot/Area N
$
5,200.00 $
4,205.50
Lot 5
$
24,647.50
Lot 7
$
9,599.25
Lot 11
$
21,373.00
Lot 9
$
87,028.85
Lot 10
$
10,800.00 $
98,175.70
Lot 3
$
9,000.00
Lot 6 (Spaz)
$
280.00
Chestnut Street Garage
$ 811,843.89 $ 397,930.88
Bicentennial Garage
$ 352,516.90 $ 449,023.05
Business District Meters
$ 940,759.75
Business Permits
$
1,944.00
Residential Permits
$
28,176.00
Totals
$ 1,501,876.32 $ 3,123,795.43
Net Parking Revenue Gain/(Loss)

% Change in Rate
Validations

Lease income
$
$

$

$

6,480.00
27,000.00

48,800.00

$
$

82,280.00 $

43,426.98 $
38,733.00 $

82,159.98 $

Special Events
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
11,240.00 $
6,060.00 $
$
$
$
17,300.00 $

Totals
9,405.50
31,127.50
36,599.25
21,373.00
87,028.85
108,975.70
9,000.00
49,080.00
1,264,441.75
846,332.95
940,759.75
1,944.00
28,176.00
4,807,411.73

Permit/
Monthly
88%
20%
20%

20%
20%
88%
6%
27%
525%
88%

Transient/
Meter
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
-11%
-20%
-6%

Projected Revenue Change
Permits/
Lease
$4,550.00
$1,296.00
$5,400.00

$2,160.00
$1,800.00
$245.00
$50,740.24
$94,004.51
$10,206.00
$24,654.00
$195,055.75

Transient/
Meter
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

($41,903.93)
($87,927.00)
($55,091.63)

($184,922.56)
$10,133.19
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Table 17 – Parking Revenue Analysis with Alternate Rate Changes in the Garages
/
Monthly/
Transient/
Semester Rev
Meter Rev
Parking Facility
Greenfield Lot/Area N
$
5,200.00 $
4,205.50
Lot 5
$
24,647.50
Lot 7
$
9,599.25
Lot 11
$
21,373.00
Lot 9
$
87,028.85
Lot 10
$
10,800.00 $
98,175.70
Lot 3
$
9,000.00
Lot 6 (Spaz)
$
280.00
Chestnut Street Garage
$ 811,843.89 $ 397,930.88
Bicentennial Garage
$ 352,516.90 $ 449,023.05
Business District Meters
$ 940,759.75
Business Permits
$
1,944.00
Residential Permits
$
28,176.00
Totals
$ 1,501,876.32 $ 3,123,795.43
Net Parking Revenue Gain/(Loss)

% Change in Rate
Validations

Lease income
$
$

$

$

6,480.00
27,000.00

48,800.00

$
$

82,280.00 $

43,426.98 $
38,733.00 $

82,159.98 $

Special Events
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
11,240.00 $
6,060.00 $
$
$
$
17,300.00 $

Totals
9,405.50
31,127.50
36,599.25
21,373.00
87,028.85
108,975.70
9,000.00
49,080.00
1,264,441.75
846,332.95
940,759.75
1,944.00
28,176.00
4,807,411.73

Permit/
Monthly
88%
20%
20%

20%
20%
88%
6%
27%
525%
88%

Transient/
Meter
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
-47%
-53%
-6%

Projected Revenue Change
Permits/
Lease
$4,550.00
$1,296.00
$5,400.00

$2,160.00
$1,800.00
$245.00
$50,740.24
$94,004.51
$10,206.00
$24,654.00
$195,055.75

Transient/
Meter
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

($185,571.08)
($238,475.02)
($55,091.63)

($479,137.73)
($284,081.98)
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12.

WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY

West Chester University has both a positive and negative impact on the Borough from a parking and
transportation perspective. There are approximately 15,000 students taking classes on the main campus.
The high density of students living in group homes in the Borough can place a strain on residential parking.
The continued growth of WCU will only add to the parking pressures. The major development project
planned on campus is “The Commons”, which is a combination of an academic building, dining facility,
and a parking garage. The addition of a parking facility will help support future parking demand at WCU,
but it will not address the strain placed on the residential areas from students living in the Borough.
Garage semester passes continually sell out for the New Street, Sharpless Street, and Student Recreation
Center garages, which shows there is a high demand for campus parking. WCU already has a number of
programs in place to promote alternative modes of transportation and reduce parking demand, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No student parking permits offered to freshman resident students,
WCU Bicycle Use Pledge Program,
Motor pool available for faculty/staff,
Bus service between North and South campus,
Off-site parking with shuttle service from the South Campus.
Operates a commuter shuttle service between campus and the Exton regional rail station, and
Carpooling service (i.e. eRideshare and Otto).

These programs are helpful in reducing parking demand and traffic in the Borough. In order to build on
this, it is essential that the Borough and WCU work together in developing strategies to help reduce
student parking demand and possibly using the WCU parking facilities to help relieve parking pressures in
surrounding residential neighborhoods. Below is a list of strategies to help reduce the parking demand in
the Borough neighborhoods:
•
•
•

Develop strategies to keep the lines of communication open with WCU,
Sell evening/weekend parking permits in the Sharpless Street Garage, and
Offer evening parking for students in underutilized WCU parking facilities (i.e. South Campus lots)
that live in the Borough and increased shuttle service between North and South Campus’.

For any of these initiatives to be successfully implemented it will require both WCU and the Borough to
collaborate in developing a strategy that best serves both parties.
13.

PARKING ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Currently, the Borough Parking Services Department handles the management of the parking system. The
Departments main duties, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enforcement and management of the metered on-street and off-street parking lots,
Residential parking program sales and management,
Enforcement of state and local parking ordinances, meters/permits, and private property,
Parking ticket payment processing and appeals,
Oversight of the Borough owned parking garages,
Booting program, and
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•

Warrant administration.

The Borough has contracted with a private parking operator, Imperial Parking (Impark), to manage the
parking garages owned by the Borough. This includes the New Street, Sharpless Street, Student Recreation
Center, Bicentennial, Chestnut, and Matlack Garages.
The Borough Parking Services Department is overseen by a three-person Parking Committee which
reports to Borough Council regarding parking on and off-street policy, financials, capital investments,
programs, use of parking funds, zoning, technology investments and staffing. They provide oversight
regarding the direction of the Parking Services Department to help ensure it’s acting in the best interests
of residents, businesses, and visitors in an efficient and ethical manner. They also are concerned with
implementing sustainable parking policies that support the continued smart growth of the Borough while
utilizing current best parking industry standards.
The Borough Manager is also heavily involved with the oversight of the Parking Services Department. The
Borough Manager is not involved with the day-to-day operations, but provides direction regarding policy,
technology, capital investments, planning, and the financials.
13.1 Parking Enforcement
Parking enforcement is necessary to uphold the parking policies and goals of the Parking Services
Department. There is an impression that parking enforcement is a necessary evil that helps protect people
from parking illegally in residential areas and from not paying meters in the CBD. The enforcement
technology includes handheld units and one license plate recognition (LPR) vehicle. The LPR vehicle is a
very efficient and effective method of enforcement, especially in residential areas and time restricted
areas.
Parking enforcement has the following staffing schedule:
•
•
•

Four enforcement staff every day from 8AM to 4PM with one person in an LPR vehicle,
Two enforcement staff every day from 4PM to 12AM with one person in an LPR vehicle, and
No enforcement from 12AM to 8AM.

Enforcement personnel are assigned to areas, but not a designated route. With the suggested changes to
the time restriction on Saturday (8AM to 12AM) and the changes to residential parking, it is suggested
that an additional part-time enforcement person be hired for a shift between Thursday and Saturday from
5PM to 12AM. Also, to improve enforcement efficiency and accuracy it is suggested that an additional LPR
vehicle be purchased. These recommendations will improve enforcement, which will equate to less
scofflaws and increased revenue.
14.

TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT

In addition to Parking Management Strategies, there are a number of Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) strategies that can be implemented to reduce vehicle trips and encourage alternative
modes of transportation, which will help reduce parking demand. Below is a list of TDM strategies to
incorporate into a TDM program.
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1. Financial Incentives – Within a TDM program, financial incentives are offered to provide an
enticement for individuals to make different transportation decisions, hopefully reducing both
traffic flow and parking demand for a given district, block or building.
a. Transportation Allowance – A transportation allowance, also known as ‘Parking Cash-Out’,
is when an employer provides financial incentive to employees to use alternative modes of
transportation, which can be the same dollar amount the employer currently pays to
subsidize parking. The Borough could enact a ‘Parking Cash-Out’ zoning ordinance which
would require employers of certain sizes that offer free parking to also offer a payment to
employees who pledge to give up their employer-provided parking space and come to work
by means other than their personal vehicle (i.e. carpool, bike, walk, take transit, etc.).
b. Pre-tax Allocation of Transportation Expenses – A Pre-Tax Transportation Allowance allows
qualified employees to set aside pre-tax dollars to be credited from their paycheck to pay
for public transportation costs (i.e. SEPTA). RideECO is the name of the program. The benefit
of this program is that it reduces the employee’s total taxable income, which also reduces
an employer’s payroll tax burden. It can save commuters more than $900 per year. This is
an extra incentive to entice commuters to use transit.
2. Transit Incentives – Transit incentives are directly aimed at encouraging employees to use mass
transit to get to and from work. These incentives can include subsidies to promote transit
ridership and system changes to make transit more convenient to a wider audience.
a. Transit Subsidy – A subsidy can be offered by employers towards the cost of a monthly bus
pass for employees to help promote transit use. This program is more difficult to encourage
and promote, in comparison to the transportation allowance or pretax benefit, since it
simply relies on an employer’s drive to endorse transit use.
b. Modifications to Routes and Stops – SEPTA and Transportation Management Association of
Chester County (TMACC) offer transit service in the Borough. Service is provided between
WCU and the CBD and across the region. Figure 18 shows the transit routes in and around
the Borough. The current routes cover a fairly extensive area. However, there may be
opportunities to provide additional service that serves employees in the CBD.
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Figure 18 – Transit Routes for West Chester and Surrounding Area

A – Krapf A
Thorndale Regional Rail
Line
204 – SEPTA 204
92 – SEPTA 92
104 – SEPTA 104
120 SEPTA 120
119 – SEPTA 119

3. Carpool Incentives – Carpool incentives are aimed at making it easier for people wanting to
share their commute to connect with each other or reward them for making the decision to
reduce their carbon footprint and associated parking demand.
a. Ride-Matching Services – A ride-matching service provides a public forum to allow people
interested in carpooling to match-up. Such services help individuals looking to connect with
another person who also wants to carpool find potential partners based on the location of
their home, work location, and work schedule. WCU has partnered with eRideShare and
Otto to help commuters to the University find potential carpoolers. The TMACC offers a
Share-A-Ride program which is a free service that helps people match with carpool and
vanpool groups. This program also offers an emergency ride home program. The Borough
should work with the TMACC to market the Share-A-Ride program to local businesses.
b. Preferred Parking – Preferred parking includes convenient, reserved parking for carpool and
vanpool vehicles, which provides an extra incentive for people to carpool/vanpool.
Preferred parking for carpool/vanpool vehicles could be provided in Borough parking
facilities in high demand spaces. People registered with the Share-A-Ride program through
TMACC could be provided a hangtag allowing them to park in preferred carpool parking.
c. Reduced Rates – Reduced permit parking fees should be offered in Borough owned parking
facilities to vehicles carpooling or vanpooling. This could be effectively enforced in the
Justice Center Garage for employees of the County who give up their parking permit to
carpool/vanpool. Also, people registered with the Share-A-Ride program through TMACC
could be offered the reduced permit parking rate.
d. Vanpools – Vanpools are similar to carpooling, but are a greater number of people sharing
a ride to work. A vanpool program is offered through the TMACC for groups of 7 to 15
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people who commute on a regular basis. People registered with the vanpool program
through the TMACC should be offered the same incentives (i.e. preferred parking and
reduced permit rate), if not more, than people registered with the Share-A-Ride program.
4. Bike/Walk Incentives – These programs are focused on reducing barriers (physical or
psychological) to individuals inclined to commute to work by bike or on foot, as well as providing
rewards for those who chose to do so.
a. Bicycle Master Plan – Develop a bicycle master plan that builds on the current inventory of
bike routes shown in Figure 19. The Bike Friendly West Chester Plan developed by the
Bike/Ped Friendly West Chester Subcommittee is a great document providing good
direction to improve biking conditions in West Chester.
b. Bike Lane(s) – Bike lanes or sharrows should be created that would allow bicyclists to
traverse the Borough in the east/west and north/south directions. Ideally, the displacement
of parking should be limited.
c. Rewards Programs – Employers can offer cash and gift rewards to employees who bicycle
or walk to work for a goal number of days or miles. This program benefits the health of the
employees, shows a company’s goodwill towards its employees, and helps reduce parking
demand. The Chester County Courthouse and Borough are two great agencies that could
start a pilot program that could be later promoted to other businesses.
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Figure 19 – Borough of West Chester Bicycle Map
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5. Back-up Programs – Support programs are critical to a TDM plan, as they provide contingencies
for persons willing to give up their personal vehicle and reduce logistical or psychological
barriers for those considering alternative transportation forms.
a. Guaranteed Ride Home – The guaranteed ride home program would ensure that an
employee who regularly uses alternative modes of transportation would have a ride home
at any time, if needed. TMACC offers an Emergency Ride Home service for commuters using
carpool, vanpool and transit. However, they need to apply for the program through TMACC.
b. Discounted Daily Parking Passes – This program gives an employee who regularly uses
alternative modes of transportation a limited number of daily parking passes to use in an
unusual circumstance (i.e. special appointment, schedule change, emergency, etc.). The
Borough would have to create validated daily passes or hangtags that registered commuters
could use in Borough parking facilities a limited number of times per year.
6. Car Share and Bike Share Programs – Car share and bike share programs allow users who
carpool, bike, walk, or take the bus to and from work regular access to a low-cost rental vehicle
or bike on short notice for special purposes. Again, the principal benefit of these programs is
that they reduce user concerns about being dependent on alternative forms of transportation.
a. Car Share Program – A car share program allows a person reliable access to a vehicle
without having to own their own vehicle, which reduces the overall parking demand for an
area. One of the major car sharing companies, Zipcar, currently provides vehicles at WCU in
the D Lot. The Borough should contract with a car share company and allow car share
vehicles to park in Borough owned parking facilities.
b. Bike Share Program – Bike share allows people the opportunity to borrow a bike. This may
be a great form of transportation between the WCU and CBD. WCU has tried a bike sharing
strategy without any success, which may be due to the “unfriendly” nature of the streets in
the Borough for biking. However, as West Chester continues to grow it is suggested that a
pilot program be implemented in the Borough to determine the popularity of a bike share
program.
7. Flexible Work Arrangements – One of the most effective ways to reduce traffic congestion and
parking demand is to allow employees to come to work and depart during off-peak periods or
simply work from home.
a. Flexible work arrangements include flexible or staggered work hours, compressed work
weeks and telecommuting. These programs help reduce traffic congestion and parking
demand. This is a decision that individual businesses would have to make regarding their
employees. However, the Borough could offer financial incentive to companies which
decide to participate to offer flexible work arrangements, since it has a variety of benefits
including: reduced traffic congestion, reduced parking demand, and less pollution from
vehicle emissions.
TDM solutions not only help reduce parking demand, but they will also improve the livability of West
Chester by relieving traffic congestion, reducing pollution from vehicle emissions, and allowing more land
to be preserved for development and not parking. The major drawback is that it is primarily an employer’s
responsibility to offer TDM strategies to help promote alternative modes of transportation to their
employees, which makes it a limited option for the Borough in reducing parking demand in the study area.
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One method to help get businesses involved is to ask an employer to assign an ambassador from their
company, whom would serve as the internal promoter and point-person regarding the variety of TDM
programs that they could offer and the resources offered by the Borough.
Due to the variety and complexity of each TDM program, the Borough should establish a position for
someone to manage and promote. Also, requiring projects and businesses of certain sizes to establish a
TDM Program as part of the Site Plan Review process is a great source of leverage. The success of TDM
strategies to alter people’s transportation choices relies on the leadership of a community to continuously
invest in alternative modes of transportation, manage and promote TDM programs, and educate the
residents about the benefits associated with reducing single occupant vehicle trips.
15.

CONCLUSION

DESMAN was hired by the Borough to develop a Comprehensive Parking Guide. This study is intended to
be a holistic assessment of the Borough’s parking system to address future parking needs, implement best
practices, run a financially sustainable system, and reduce user frustration. The goal of the study is to
address the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supporting existing and future parking demand in the CBD,
Residential parking program,
Parking enforcement and management improvements,
Parking policies to support economic development,
Parking pricing,
Event parking, and
Parking supply solutions.

Public outreach included meetings with a variety of Stakeholders, community meetings, and public
presentations, including three at Parking Committee Meetings. Parking inventory and occupancy counts
were performed in the CBD, University, and residential parking permit areas during a weekday, Friday
evening, and weekend while WCU was in session. Also, an inventory of the current wayfinding signage
was collected.
The existing parking demand analysis concluded that there is currently adequate parking available in the
CBD. However, the system is operating near capacity during weekday mornings and afternoons. However,
at all other time periods there is substantial parking capacity available to support demand.
A number of future developments were identified in the CBD which would impact the parking
supply/demand balance. It was determined that during the peak weekday period at noon, developments
in the CBD would generate an additional 327 vehicles, which equates to an approximately 19% (327
increase in demand/1,714 current peak parking demand) increase in the existing peak parking demand.
In the most optimistic scenario, in which all of these developments come on-line, the CBD would
experience a net deficit of 114 parking spaces during the peak weekday noon parking period. With this
deficit in parking, as well as the potential lease of 90 spaces in one of the Borough’s garage related to a
future hotel development, it was determined that additional parking is needed to support the anticipated
demand.
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Based on a parking garage siting analysis, the best location to develop a parking facility in the CBD is on
Lot 10. However, there are a number of parking management strategies that can be implemented to also
help support future demand and maximize the full potential of existing parking assets.
Parking rate adjustments offer a way to use existing parking more efficiently. A parking revenue analysis
was conducted which takes into account the majority of the suggested rate changes. Each suggested rate
change is intended to help improve parking conditions by creating a more even balance of parking demand
and reducing traffic issues. It is projected that the annual parking revenue will increase by approximately
$10,000 with the suggested rate changes.
15.1 Implementation Plan
An implementation plan was developed which summarizes each of the recommendations and provides a
timeline breakdown between short-term (1 to 2 years), mid-term (3 to 5 years), and long-term (greater
than 5 years) actions.
15.1.1 Short-Term Improvements (1 to 2 years)
On-Street Parking
• The Borough should reach out to businesses on residential streets with metered parking to see if
they are dependent on these metered public spaces to serve their clients to get a sense if the
meters should remain, as they are generating the lowest revenue in the Borough. If businesses
feel they are needed they should remain, but if not Parking Services should remove them as they
are costly to maintain. This would decrease available public parking in the CBD.
Residential Parking
• To reduce vehicles from parking too far from the curb and blocking traffic on residential streets,
a graduated increase in the parking fine for repeat offenders should be implemented.
• Consolidate the existing residential permit parking areas to reduce the total number of areas
down from the existing 14.
• Create a specific residential permit parking designation for streets within a 2-block radius of the
CBD and WCU to prevent residents from parking in these areas when visiting the CBD and WCU.
• In order to eliminate guest permit abuse, it is suggested that the 4-day continuous time period
program is discontinued and that annual guest permits offer a limited number of uses per year
(i.e. 40 days).
• Eliminate the two-block parking radius requirement for guest permits, as it could place an
unachievable limitation on guests forcing them to possibly park outside of the two-block radius
and get a parking ticket.
• The residential annual permit rate should be increased from $8 to $15 and gradually increase for
each additional permit per household. It is suggested that the area C permit for commuter
students is eliminated and that meters are installed along these streets.
• Increase the business permit rate from $8 to $50 per year, which is still a substantial cost savings
compared to paying $75 or $80 per month in the Bicentennial and Chestnut garages, respectively.
• Encourage and assist residents that have an issue with the warehousing of vehicles on residential
streets to establish a residential permit parking area and implement a policy of no parking from
10PM to 12AM where necessary.
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•

Explore if all residents, or the majority, want residential permit parking on all residential streets
in West Chester.

Parking Policies
• Eliminate leased parking from the parking lots in the CBD and instead offer permit parking.
• Eliminate the 3-hour on-street parking time limit at the CBD parking meters.
• Long-term parking with no time restrictions should be permitted in the off-street lots.
• Weekday evening (between 5PM and 9AM) and weekend (all day Saturday and Sunday) parking
permits should be offered in the Chestnut, Bicentennial, and Sharpless Street garages that would
only allow a vehicle to enter after 5PM and exit before 9AM on weekdays without being charged
an additional fee.
Shared Parking
• Offer public parking in the St. Agnes Church/School and Washington Square Apartments parking
lots through a shared parking agreement.
• Allow private businesses and developers to form a shared parking agreement as a parking
variance for new developments.
Parking Rates
• Price off-street parking less than on-street hourly parking by adjusting the on-street rates and
providing one hour of free parking in the garages.
• Increase the on-street meter rates in the Business District to $1.00 for the first hour, $2.00 for the
second hour and $3.00 for the third and every subsequent hour.
• The daily rate in the lots should be priced greater than the garages at $15.00 per day, versus $9.00
per day in the garages.
• Increase the Chestnut Street Garage and Bicentennial Garage monthly permit rates from $80 to
$85 and from $75 to $95, respectively.
• Increase the monthly permit parking rate in the lots from $50 to $60 and all leased parking should
be eliminated.
• Offer evening/weekend parking permits for $20 in the Bicentennial and New Street garages and
at $25 per month in the Chestnut and Sharpless Street garages.
Valet Parking
• Ideally, stage valet parking in private lots that do not offer public parking, but have available
parking capacity during the afternoon and evenings.
• If the business leases parking from one of the Borough parking garages or lots, have vehicle’s park
on a lower level that is designated for valet parking. If a parking lot is leased for valet parking an
area should be blocked off and double-parking vehicles should be encouraged to increase
capacity. Spaces should be blocked off for valet parking when valet parking is offered.
Street Sweeping
• The following recommendations are suggested for street sweeping:
o Reduce the window of time allotted for street sweeping and the frequency that the streets
are swept.
o Residential streets outside of the CBD should be swept once a month between 9AM and12
PM.
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o
o

Non-residential streets in the Town Center area and metered streets should be swept once a
week between 2AM and 5AM.
Alternate the sides of the street swept for streets with parking on both sides, and allow
parking on the other side of the street for streets that only permit on-street parking on one
side of the street.

Snow Emergency
• Potentially offer hangtags to residents with residential permit parking that live on a Snow
Emergency Route street that would provide them free parking in the Borough parking facilities,
and all other people would be required to pay for parking. This is dependent on if it can be
managed from a staffing and logistical standpoint during heavy snowfall.
• If there are no good solutions to provide adequate parking to support the demand during snow
emergencies the Borough should instead consider reducing the parking demand by changing the
Snow Emergency policies.
o It is suggested that snow emergencies are declared in the afternoon (i.e. by 3PM) and should
not be enforced until at least 9PM that evening to provide adequate time for people to move
their vehicles.
o The Snow Emergency Route streets should be broken out between major arterials and
residential streets.
o Parking should only be prohibited on both sides of the street along major arterials.
o On residential streets only one side of the street should restrict parking during a snow
emergency.
West Chester University
• The Borough should work with WCU to collaborate in developing strategies that help reduce
parking demand in the neighborhoods and effectively uses University parking, including the
following suggestions:
o Sell evening/weekend parking permits in the Sharpless Street Garage.
o Offer evening parking for students in underutilized WCU parking facilities (i.e. South Campus
lots) that live in the Borough and increased shuttle service between North and South Campus’.
15.1.2 Mid-Term Improvements (3 to 5 years)
On-Street Parking
• Replace single-space meters with multi-space pay-stations on-street to reduce streetscape clutter
and add capacity.
• Meters should be installed on streets with time restrictions (i.e. 1 hour, 2 hours, and 3 hours).
Parking Policies
• Conduct a comprehensive parking zoning study to determine the ideal parking requirements and
policies that meet the goals and needs of the Borough.
• There are a number of best practice strategies that can be incorporated into the Borough’s Zoning
that support a dense and pedestrian-friendly community that promotes alternative modes of
transportation and helps to spur economic development by reducing the restraints of providing
parking, including:
o Parking maximums (i.e. no more than 1 space per residential unit).
o Eliminating parking requirements and enacting a form based code.
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Parking variances for providing on-site bike parking.
Parking variances for developments within a reasonable walking distance to a transit stop (i.e.
half a mile).
Parking variances for developments with a defined TDM program.
Variance for In-Lieu of parking fees (i.e. $15,000 fee per 1 space variance).
Unbundled parking fee policy for residential and office projects.
Parking variances for properties with an established shared parking agreement.

Residential Parking
• Permit public parking with meters installed on residential streets adjacent to businesses, parks,
major activity generators, the CBD and WCU. Residents at these locations with a residential
parking permit would be permitted to park for free at the meters.
• A virtual guest parking permit program should be implemented if the vendor can support such a
system.
• Stagger the renewal period for residential permits each month based on the amount of permits
the Parking Services department can efficiently process per month to eliminate long wait times
and overworked staff.
• If the permits in area C are not eliminated and replaced with meters, as suggested, the permits
should begin on August 1st and not September 1st to avoid conflicts with the WCU semester
beginning in August.
Loading Zones
• The following recommendations are suggested regarding loading zones:
o All loading zones should have signage with arrows showing the definitive area.
o Loading zones should be properly sized.
o Efficient allocation of loading zone areas (add loading spaces where needed and eliminate
less utilized areas).
o The loading zones should have a 30-minute time limit to deter any long-term parking.
o Heightened and standardized enforcement against delivery vehicles double parked.
o Deliveries should not be permitted during peak traffic periods in the early morning (7AM to
9AM) or evening (4PM to 6PM).
Parking Enforcement
• To improve enforcement an additional part-time enforcement person should be hired for a shift
between Thursday and Saturday from 5PM to 12AM and an additional LPR vehicle should be
purchased.
5.1.3 Long-Term Improvements (5+ years)
Wayfinding Signage
• The following recommendations are suggested for the wayfinding signage:
o Install consistent signage with the same look and feel outside all major destinations identified
in the trailblazing signage.
o The parking signs should be larger, reflective, and that any visual obstructions are removed.
o Incorporate the parking location into trailblazing signage.
o Potentially eliminate informational parking signs to reduce confusion.
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o

Implement real-time parking availability signage outside of the Bicentennial and Chestnut
garages to inform drivers of the number of spaces available in each facility.

Event Parking
• For events it should be the goal of the Parking Services department to promote off-site parking,
effectively communicate changes to the parking and transportation system, develop a uniform
procedure for selling event parking, and communicating with other appropriate departments and
organizations.
Transportation Demand Management Plan
• Develop a TDM program that includes:
o Financial Incentives
 Transportation Allowance
 Pre-Tax Allocation of Transportation Expenses
o Transit Incentives
 Transit Subsidy
 Modification to Transit Routes and Stops
o Carpool Incentives
 Ride Matching Services
 Preferred Parking
 Reduced Rates
 Vanpools
o Bike/Walk Incentives
 Bicycle Master Plan
 Bicycle Storage
 Rewards Program
o Back-Up Programs
 Guaranteed Ride Home
 Occasional Parking Permits
o Car Share and Bike Share Programs
o Flexible Work Arrangements
o TDM Program Manager (hired by the Borough)
Parking Facility Development
• A financial analysis should be conducted to determine the net profit/loss and most effective
financing strategy for any future public parking facility developed by the Borough.
Table 18 shows a summary of the Comprehensive Parking Guide recommendations in order of priority.
The goal, indirect impact, and cost range for each recommendation is also listed. This list of
recommendations is intended to provide an outline and also work as a flowchart of actions. Multiple
Borough departments including the Borough Parking Services Department and Parking Committee will
need to be involved to get these recommendations implemented, and the effort should be championed
by the Director of Parking Services and the Borough Manager. In addition, an effective marketing strategy
is needed to inform residents and visitors regarding any parking policy changes. Marketing strategies
should include messaging through signage, Borough website, newsletter, educational pamphlets, and
social media.
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Table 18 – Summary of Comprehensive Parking Guide Recommendations
Priority

Action

Goal

Indirect Impact

Short-Term (1 to 2 years) Improvement Priorities
1
Price off-street hourly parking less than on-street parking and implement first hour free in the garages
2
Increase on-street rate in the Business District to $1.00 for the first hour, $2.00 for the second hour and $3.00 per hour thereafter
3
Eliminate 3-hr. parking time limit at on-street meters in the Business District
4
Increase the daily rate in the lots to $15, versus $9 in the garages
5
Eliminate leased parking from the parking lots in the CBD and replace with permit parking
6
Long-term parking with no time restrictions should be permitted in the off-street lots in the CBD
7
Implement wayfinding signage recommendations
8
Restrict public parking on residential streets between 8AM and 12AM
9
Increase residential permit rate from $8 to $15 and gradually increase for each additional permit per household
10
Create a specific residential parking permit for streets within a 2-block radius of the CBD and WCU
11
Offer single day guest permits at a rate of $1 per permit, and possibly limit guest permits at 50 per year per resident
12
Increase the business permit rate from $8 to $50 per year
13
Encourage residents on north part of Borough to establish residential parking areas
14
Implement street sweeping recommendations
15
Allow private businesses and developers to create a shared parking agreement
16
Eliminate the 2-block radius requirement for guest permits
17
Extend enforcement hours on Saturday
18
Enforce evening off-street parking to prevent multi-day overnight parking and require head-in parking only
19
Increase the Chestnut Street Garage and Bicentennial Garage monthly permit rates
20
Increase the permit rate in the lots from $50 to $60
21
Offer discounted evening and weekend parking ($5) for the Chestnut, Bicentennial and Sharpless Street Garages
22
Eliminate Area C permit for commuter students and install meters
23
Investigate the potential of consolidating the existing 14 residential permit areas into fewer areas
24
Work with WCU to reduce student parking demand and effectively utilize WCU parking assets
25
Potentially remove meters from residential streets
26
Institute graduate fines for repeat offenders parking too far from the curb
27
Snow emergency policies recommendations
28
Shared parking agreement for public parking in the St. Agnes Church/School and Wash. Sq. Apts. Lots
29
Stack valet vehicles in Borough parking garages or lots
30
Stage valet parking in private lots that have available parking capacity
31
Offer free parking to residential permit holder that live along the Snow Emergency Route streets

Make on-street parking more readily available for business patrons and visitors
Reduce traffic, user frustration, and create a more even spread of on-street parking demand
Simplifying on-street parking regulations
Spread long-term parking demand evenly across off-street system
Increase parking capacity of off-street long-term parking system in CBD
Increase parking capacity of off-street long-term parking system in CBD
Improve wayfinding and convenience, and reduce user frustration
Make residential parking more readily available for residents
Make residential parking more readily available for residents
Make residential parking adjacent to WCU and CBD readily available for residents in these areas
Make residential parking more readily available for residents
Make residential parking more readily available for residents
Reduce warehousing of vehicles in residential areas and frustration of residents
Reduce resident frustration and increase residential parking capacity
Make economic development in Borough more attractive to developers
Reduce unavoidable parking violations
On-street parking more readily available for business patrons
Reduce abuse of storage of vehicles in garages for multiple days
Evenly spread long-term parking demand between garages
Spread long-term parking demand evenly across off-street system
Provide discounted parking option for evening employees in CBD and offer parking option for residents
Provide parking for short-term parkers to WCU
Reducing confusion among residential parkers
Improve both parking and traffic conditions along residential streets
Reduce cost of maintaining meters
Improve traffic conditions on narrow street
Reduce parking demand for off-street parking during snow emergencies
Increase parking capacity in the CBD
Increase parking capacity in the CBD
Increase parking capacity in the CBD
Effective parking management during snow emergencies

Increase utilization of off-street parking areas and reduce revenue generated off-street
Increase utilization of peripheral on-street parking areas
Increase revenue from longer-term on-street parkers
Increase utilization of garages and make short-term parking more readily available in lots
Monitor utilization of permit parking areas for effective oversell
Reduce parking capacity in parking lots for short-term parkers
Developing a comprehensive signage package
Increase parking demand at meters, lots and garages
Make the residential parking program financially sustainable
Increase parking demand at meters, lots and garages
Increase cost of visitor parking for residents
Increase parking demand at long-term parking areas in CBD
Push problem of vehicle warehousing to the next street over and increase enforcement
Reduce the cost of street sweeping annually
Effectively use existing parking assets
May allow resident guest to park adjacent to CBD or WCU
Increase parking demand at long-term parking areas in CBD
Increased enforcement cost and increased parking demand in residential areas
Increase demand in Chestnut Garage and reduce demand in Bicentennial Garage
Increase revenue generated from parking lots
Reduce utilization of off-street parking during evening/weekends
Reduce overall parking demand at WCU
Simplifying enforcement of residential parking regulations
Reduce student parking demand on residential streets
Less short-term public parking available in CBD
Increase revenue from fines
Limited access on residential streets along snow emergency route
Reduce the need to construct an additional parking facility
Increase revenue from valet vehicles
Reduce revenue generated from valet parking in Borough parking facilities
Added cost for staffing and hangtags

Mid-Term (3 to 5 years) Improvement Priorities
1
Replace single-space meters with multi-space meters
2
Install meters at time restricted on-street areas
3
As needed, install meters on residential streets
4
Add part-time enforcement person and add an additional LPR vehicle
5
Implement a virtual guest parking permit program
6
Relocate Farmers Market to Gay Street
7
Implement loading zone recommendations
8
Conduct parking zoning study to determine ideal parking requirements and policies
9
Incorporate parking strategies that support a dense and pedestrian-friendly community into zoning

Reduce streetscape clutter and increase on-street capacity
Eliminate abuse of long-term parkers using time restricted on-street areas
Support short-term parkers to businesses, parking and major activity generators
Reduce parking violations through better enforcement
Improve convenience for residents and enforcement staff
Free up Lot 10 for development and/or public garage
Reduce double parking of loading vehicles causing traffic delays
Create parking policies that are suited to meet parking needs
Support alternative modes of transportation

Potentially improve enforcement with pay-by-license meters
Increase parking capacity for short-term parkers
Increase on-street, short-term parking capacity
On-street parking more readily available for residents and visitors
Reduced violations
Attract more visitors to Downtown on Saturdays and possibly garages
Working with business owners to learn delivery policies
Improve economic development landscape
Improve economic development landscape

Reduce parking demand and traffic during events
Promote alternative modes of transportation

Added cost and effort to implement strategies
Conduct a comprehensive TDM plan for the Borough

Long-Term (5+ years) Improvement Priorities
1
Event parking recommendations
2
Implement TDM strategies
$ - $0 to $10,000
$$ - $10,001 to $50,000
$$$ - $50,001 to $100,000
$$$$ - $100,001 +

Cost to Implement
$
$
$
$
$
$
$$$
$
$
$
$$
$
$$
$$
$
$
$
$$$
$
$
$$
$47,600
$
$
$
$
$$
$
$
$
$$

$435,200
$68,000
$7,000 per street
$$$$
$$
$
$
$50,000
$$

$$
$75,000

